
 

 

PARENTHESIS FROM PHYSICS: 
 

A (RATHER ORTHODOX, OLD TOO) READING OF THE “MANY WORLDS” IDEA 

PLUS SEQUELS  

  In quantum mechanics the wave function of a closed system evolves          
 

according to Schrödinger’s equation. If, interrupting its closedness, we perform the 

measurement of an observable relating to that system, the result is the fall ("collapse" 

is another standard term) of the wave function onto an eigenfunction corresponding to 

that observable. Then the value measured for that observable is the eigenvalue 

associated with the eigenfunction in question. From that point onwards the 

wavefunction again evolves according to Schrödinger’s equation until another 

measurement is performed of the same or of another observable. The probability that 

the wavefunction falls on a particular eigenfunction is the square of the absolute value 

of the (complex) inner product of these two functions (provided they are normalized). 

If somehow we find many systems in the same state (same wavefunction), then by 

measuring the percentage of collapses onto each eigenfunction we can verify this rule. 

If one takes into account that the measuring apparatus and the observer are made of 

particles which obey quantum mechanics and that a wave-function exists for the whole 

universe i.e.observed system + measuring apparatus + us + the rest of the universe 

(which if not affecting the experiment does not concern us), then one sees that the 

wavefunction of all these components evolves according to a "big" Schrödinger’s 

equation. One would expect that solving this complicated equation, one would predict 

that there is a wavefunction collapse for the small subsystem under observation (e.g. 

through some instability resulting from the complicated nature of the interactions 

between the very large number of atoms in the measuring apparatus; an instability 

which would translate the slightest difference of the initial data of the wavefunction of 

the observed subsystem + apparatus into collapse onto a different eigenfunction) . But 

we immediately see that no matter how complicated a system the measuring apparatus 

is (e.g. a photographic plate can be used as a device measuring position)and no matter 

how complicated we the observers are, the property of collapse is not predicted. This is 

so because the equation of Schrödinger is linear and thus the superposition of two 

solutions is a solution. If the system was in a given eigenfunction then the universe 

would evolve after the measurement to a state containing the indication of the 

measuring apparatus for the corresponding eigenvalue plus our awareness for that. If 

the system was in a sum of such eigenfunctions, then the universe would evolve to a 

sum of states, each of which would contain the indication of the corresponding 

eigenvalue plus our own awareness of each result. The universal wave function being 

such a sum what do we conclude about the state "measured"? state "observed"? "real 

state" ? If we do not want to accept that the collapse really happens in the observed 

system, then we would be forced to accept that it happens in the system that includes 

the apparatus. If we do not accept that this is possible either, then we would like to  
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accept that this happens when we look into our senses, perception, consciousness etc.  

If not when we include our retina in the system, then when we include our optical nerve. 

And if not there either, then when we go deeper, somewhere in our brain etc. Yet, 

Schrödinger’s equation says that no matter what we include in the system the collapse 

cannot take place. Either we shall accept that we, the sentient beings among all material 

formations, do not obey Schrödinger’s equation although we are made by atoms which do 

obey it when taken one by one, or in pairs, or in triplets, or in bunches of a thousand etc (a 

situation of unbearable dualism because how would we know to what systems we finally 

have the right to apply this equation?),or we shall accept that the correct rule is that 

Schrödinger’s equation is obeyed at all times except when a measurement is performed 

(another unbearable dualism unless we specify what interactions with a macroscopic 

object constitute a measurement and find a good rationalization of why this particular 

interaction is not like the rest which do happen according to Schrödinger’s equation) . 

This is a problem of dualism even reminding the psychophysical paradox of philosophy 

but their analogy is rather exhausted unless we can devise a non-linear mechanism that 

can be proved responsible for both the existence of consciousness and the wavefunction 

collapse. But shouldn’t we then explain why all the observers-consciousnesses observe a 

fall onto the same eigen -function, since, so to speak, collapse happens "inside each one's 

mind" and not to the system under observation by each one of them?. This is explained by 

just the linear rules and is independent of the non-linearities that might be involved in 

their derivation , and since it is a meaningful question even in the linear frameworks that 

we shall examine, let us describe that explanation : 1) If the system before the 

measurement was in an eigenfunction, then there is a unique outcome after the 

measurement, and all observers looking at the system and at each other agree. 2) If the 

system before the measurement was in a sum of eigenfunctions, then after the 

measurement the world is in a sum of states, each of which corresponds to a set of 

agreeing observers. No matter which mechanism is responsible for the collapse of such a 

superposition into one of its terms, each term does not contain disagreeeing observers. So 

linearity saves us from solipsistic chaos here. But how will collapse happen? Here 

linearity does not leave room for any mechanism. So? Will we start looking for some non-

linear Schrödinger-like equation which acts like Schrödinger’s in-between measurements 

and causes collapses during measurements, now onto this eigenfunction, now onto the 

other, in a way which at depth is deterministic but shows an overall probability behavior, 

in exactly the way classical statistical physics shows a probability behaviour based on 

deterministic dynamics (through ergodic or quasi-ergodic considerations)? Such programs 

have been tried without much success. Also, ergodic considerations as a basis for the 

occurrence of probability in physics do not anymore appear exclusively 

desirable(although they can give rise to probability they do not seem to build the kind "of 

irreversible statistical physics that looks like the one encountered in nature. E.g. Krylov
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observes that Boltzmann’s sawtooth argument for the entropy vs. time curve does not 

account for exponential relaxation*. Prigogine proves that time reversal invariance can 

be broken in the limit where N, V tend to infinity, with N/V kept finite, if one deals 

with the equations not for trajectories but for the density functions in classical phase 

space. So it may turn out that the probability of classical physics can finally be 

inspired by quantum mechanics more successfully** than quantum mechanics can be 

inspired in the same by classical physics). 
 

So? Shall we just become dualists (and in an unnatural way too)? Shall we 

confidently ignore the fact that "physicists who are philosophically mature" will snub 

us for becoming naïve "American pragmatists" and shall we just say that the 

algorithmns which determine the evolution between measurements (Schrödinger’ eq.) 

and the probability of collapses during measurements (rule of absolute square of 

projection onto eigenfunction) agree with experiments and that is all we care about? 

(and who cares for nature’s esthetics if she uses a dualism much worse than the 

dualism between mechanics and electromagnetism which, hurting the esthetics of 

Einstein, who considered such “separation of physics into two chapters” as not nature-

made but man- made, led him towards special relativity)  
OK, but philosophers know that the not at all naive "American pragmatism" of James 

effects a genuine and deep treatment of the psychophysical paradox and of the mind-

matter dualism (with even many essential similarities to the dialectical materialist 

treatment of the same subject)and maybe we shall describe it passingly here or in a 

later note in order to see if analogies offer any help in answering our worries about 

quantum mechanics or vice versa, or if the two dualisms are irrelevant for each 

other****.  
OK, let’s resume from where we were, but without value judgments this time: After a 

minute’s reflection the naïve pragmatist can assert himself saying exactly what he was 

saying before (as far as observable consequences are concerned) but making it quite 

presentable to his philosophically much more mature friends. He can say: "In the 

experiments we only observe what happens during measurements. But do the intervals 

in- between measurements really exist? Aren’t they non-observable abstractions (or 

non-observed; by definition! They were in-between measurements, i.e. in-between 

observations) Aren’t they something not real in the same sense that measurements 

results are real? Actually between measurements we do not even know whether a  
 

*Google for his monograph on the foundations of statistical mechanics in Princeton Series or 
just google with Krylov statistical mechanics .  
**At least in methodological issues, e.g. the “breaking of time reversal invariance”*** is 

shown through the diagrammatic perturbation methods used on Liouville’s equation which, 

being linear, admits treatments like Schrödinger’s equation for many body systems.  
***In the sense of separating for some (not ergodic) systems, classes of solutions of 

Liouville’s equation into analogs of advanced and retarded solution (of e.g. Maxwell’s eqs) 

****PS: But after Lockwood’s “Mind, Brain and the Quantum” what we can do for the reader 

who is interested in this aspect of the issue too, is much better: we can refer him/her to the part of 

that book that describes Russell’s treatment of the mind-body problem. 
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world exists. All we have is the results of measurements but it's just that they are not 

arranged in a completely lawless, pattern. They are arranged in a pattern that would 

result if 1.between measurements a world existed and evolved according to 

Schrödinger’s equation and 2. during measurements it collapsed to the different 

eigenfunctions following the "projection square" probability rule. Why is this more 

arbitrary than a world following one of all possible paths in the space of the 

coordinates of all its particles? * The whole story that happens between measurements 

is a guessed story, a reality inferred from the results of the measurements, a myth, a 

big "as if". Measurements happen as if a world existed between them and as if it 

evolved according to Schrödinger’s equation etc. etc These considerations do not clash 

with the theory of relativity which would ask "in the time of which reference frame do 

we take the "moments of reality" of the world; for the time being let us assume 

measurements happen instantaneously. We can later try to be more realistic. They do 

not clash since standard physics knows that the two algorithms (evolution eqs 

+probability rule) can be consistent with a completely covariant and causal description 

of the results of measurements that have taken place. 
 

Of course we would not have the right to expect that space or time should exist in 

the atomic realm in the same sense that they exist in the macroscopic (classical) realm, 

e.g. our sensory impression that they are continuous magnitudes comes from the fact 

that the measurements that do perform themselves all the time automatically (without 

our intervention and without our reading the results) are so numerous that they are 

denser than the resolving power of our senses. Quantum mechanics just reminds us 

that it was arbitrary on our part to assume space and time down to the atomic realm. It 

tells us this when it says that if we make two position measurements of an electron, 

then the probability of finding it at a given position at a definite time interval after the 

first position was determined, depends on all the possible trajectories it could have 

taken to travel between the two positions in the given time. Also it tells us that we 

were very lucky that we got away with it with such a "small" change of the space-time 

framework (just using wavefunctions or path integrals instead of trajectories. It could 

have been much worse. No space and time!). Maybe it also tells us that nature will not  
 

 

*Just because continuity of this path, leaving no room for collapses, at least keeps one of the 

above two arbitrary rules out? Only one arbitrary rule, rather than two, makes things doubly 

reasonable? Especially when the two are of different nature and we also keep a dualism away? 

These don’t seem serious arguments. They only say that what feels non- arbitrary is just what 

feels familiar though frequent contact (or even more familiar through continuous contact plus 

natural formation of inner organs for its use. Frequent contact with quantum mechanics makes 

the arbitrary rules appear non -arbitrary and familiar, but constant contact with the classical 

aspects of the world makes our nervous system organically adapted to them, to the degree of 

us being born adapted through heredity, not just adapted though cultivating (in a library when 

studying) neuronic circuitry to remember some equations we learned in our own lifetime). 
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be as malicious on humans as having no space and time (or as having lattice space etc) 

at the scales of 10
-25

 sec (if she wanted to be m a l i c i o u s she could have already 

been malicious at 10
-8

 sec. After all, 10
-8

 sec is not more observable than 10
-25

 sec for 

our philosophies about the continuum(at lengths of one Angstrom, measurements are 

not performed frequently enough to be denser than the resolving power of our senses; 

and our senses do not make direct sense there anyway). Yet the space continuum with 

wavefunctions instead of trajectories works fine". 
 

The above words of the “pragmatist”* constitute a non-dualistic answer 

which is in agreement with experiments, does not contain superfluous 

assumptions (actually it circumvents dualism by considering as superfluous even 

the assumption of a world existing when it is not seen) and maybe is too 

conservative, even casuist, in its trying to save quantum mechanics playing only 

with words, not suggesting changes of the equations or of the probability 

algorithm, not suggesting any observable change of concepts. More or less it is 

the Copenhagen interpretation, a little rectified and streamlined along 

philosophical habits. But we agree that to take it more seriously one must 

determine from a closer distance what constitutes a measurement (e.g. if I am not 

looking and somebody else is looking is this a measurement for me? Most 

probably yes, because I can "measure" by just asking him. But if only a fly was 

passing and nobody we could ask saw anything or put a photographic plate, can  
 

*Let’s not enter here the issue of whether the above pragmatist’s just finished little speech 

can or cannot be made an introduction to an exposition of also the ideas of decoherence**, 

nor the issue how similar or unsimilar implications those ideas have to Everett’s ideas 

which will be what this chapter is about (For decoherence and many - worlds in that light 

see Gell -Mann’s “The Quark and the Jaguar” and Tipler’s “The Physics of Resurrection”. 

For decoherence, more technically, google for Omnes’ book or for many great review 

articles.(Also google with The Role of Decoherence in Quantum Mechanics(Stanford)) For 

whether Bohm’s ideas can account equally well for some of the concerns of decoherence 
 

see D.Bohm & B.J.Hiley’s book or check P.R.Holland’s answer to W.H.Zurek’s article on  
decoherence in “Physics Today”. For the issue of whether Bohm’s ideas share some (either  
equally satisfactory or equally unsatisfactory) features with Everett’s see Bell’s  
“Speakable and Unspeakable in Quantum Mecnanics”). For Prigogine’s ideas about whether  
there is a way to do measurement theory better than both decoherence and many-world ideas 

see Prigogine’s “The End of Certainty” and Prigogine & Stengers’ “From Being to Becoming”  
and bibliography there about the papers by George, Henin, Prigogine, Rosenfeld, … (or 

google with these names for many more papers by them). Concerning the reason why we skip  
accounts of that bibliography is that we try to land as directly and as soon as possible  
on the point of the next chapter*** (based on J.Barbour’s “The End of Time”)thus with as 

little background as is needed to keep the present exposition more or less self-contained. 

Concerning the reason why the pragmatist’s little speech that we saw doesn’t try to  
combine quantum mechanics with the Poincaréan ideas on spatial points sensed by us as our  
overall feeling of alternative paths to reach them, is that path integrals etc are mostly 

misleading (and merely metaphorical) analogues for that issue, and that ways more relevant,  
and briefer to exposit what does matter can be given only after we have seen the next  
chapter, i.e. a chapter with neurophysiology’s ways of thinking about this issue.  
**Briefly: Decoherence, to work, also needs coupling to some big “bath”. Not just renamings.                                 

***(Concerning which book’s  next chapter see note 1 of page 123) 
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we say a measurement was performed? If it was not even a fly and it was just a photographic 

plate? If it was just a stone which cannot register information like a photographic plate? 

When and how does nature observe nature? Clearly a physicist’s and not just a philosopher’s 

opinion is needed here. We shall come back to this in detail after a while. See also note 1 on 

p.123)  

     Now, there is one more non-dualistic path for us. To think like this: "Al1 our troubles 

come from not knowing in what conclusion a measurement or observation (or, be it, 

consciousness) finds itself when the wave function of the universe is a superposition of states 

each of which has a different measurement-and-consciousness content (Wigner imagines the 

situation of an observer who cannot decide what he is seeing and calls it a "state of suspended 

animation"). But why expect a bi-unique correspondence of wavefunctions with observation 

states? E.g. take the observation state where we check a certain complete set of commuting 

observables (e.g. the three space coordinates of all particles) to have definite values. We 

usually consider reasonable to associate with that a unique wavefunction. We easily write 

down this wavefunction. The converse however may be quite impossible. Out of all the 

wavefunctions for the universe that anyone can imagine many may have no observable 

content at all or may be superpositions of states with different observable contents. Let us 

now say that the wavefunction never collapses. That it always evolves according to 

Schrödinger’s equation. This equation will then inform us that some macroscopic instruments 

have been assembled and that sentient beings have appeared on the surface of some earth and 

that they perform certain measurements. Both during those measurements and in-between 

them, Schrödinger’s equation is valid. The result of each measurement is that the 

wavefunction of the universe becomes a superposition of states each of which corresponds to 

a definite content of measurement and consciousness (this definite content of each state, as 

we have already argued, does not contain any disagreements between various observers). 

Now, none of the states which have such definite content is the state of the universe. Each of 

them is a part, a term (additive) in the superposition which really is the state of the universe. 

To say that the wavefunction never collapses means that we remove from ourselves the 

obligation to infer that the wavefunction of the universe is only one of its terms from as 

inconclusive evidence as the fact that we never feel the "suspended animation" of not being 

able to decide which outcome we see. It means to "take the attitude" that the state of the 

universe contains (as a term) us and our impressions of what the universe looks like(the 

outcomes of the measurement) and yet it still contains other terms in which "we" exist again 

but the universe looks quite different (other outcomes). Given the state of the universe we are 

not supposed to be able to say what we see. We are just looking to see if the "big" state is a 

sum of "small" states in each of which we would know what we see (if a measurement has 

not been performed then such "small" states which correspond to definite outcomes of one's 

impressions do not even exist. One doesn’t know what he “sees” because he “has not 

looked”).  

        Before we proceed, let us just modify slightly a previous remark. We had said that 

usually we find it reasonable to associate with each state of definite observational content a 

unique wavefunction. Now we change even that and say that all we conclude about the 

wavefunction of the universe in such a case is that it contains this "unique" wavefunction as a 

term in a superposition of similar looking wavefunctions but with different outcomes for a 

given observable. 
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Now let us think what sense we make of the probability rule in this context. Let 

us take a beam of 1000 electrons prepared in the same state and pass them through an 

apparatus that measures one observable associated with each electron, e.g. whether the 

spin is up or down along a particular direction. The equation of Schrödinger itself 

(involving the degrees of freedom of the apparatus etc) tells us that at the end of the 
 

experiment the wavefunction of the universe will be a superposition of 2
1000

 terms, 

each term representing a state with 1000 outcomes for the spin of the 1000 electrons 

registered in the memory of the observers. The wave function will never collapse to 

one of these 2
1000

 chains of outcomes. In each chain-like term the observers make a 

statistical analysis to see the frequency of a result (e.g. of spin up) . The probability 

algorithm concerns each such chain and not "how many times the universe will 

collapse onto a chain state"(so our present conceptual outlook would obviously be 

indispensable if one made quantum  mechanics in a cosmological level. In contrast, 

what is commonly called Copenhagen interpretation would need many copies of the 

universe identically prepared to attach any observational meaning to the 

wavefunction of the universe). Now, if someone could show that these chains 

contain the outcomes distributed in the way required by the probability algorithm 

(of absolute square of projection onto eigenfunction), then the time evolution that 

would follow Schrödinger’s equation for our system would not only be compatible 

with that algorithm, but would even prove it. “The formalism would derive its 

interpretation”! BUT!: this cannot really be shown because all chains are allowed, 

not just the ones that follow the probability algorithm. Could one at least show that 

most of the 2
1000

 terms follow the algorithm? Well, it cannot just be a matter of 

discrete counting. Since the probability algorithm involves the projections of the 

wavefunction of the electron on the eigenfunctions (outcome states) of the measured 

observable, and since these projections are ranging in a continuum, our "counting" 

of the chains of outcomes really involves defining a measure in the space of the 

coefficients which multiply the chain -like terms to make up the superposition 

which is called wavefunction of the universe (these coefficients are products (of 

1000 factors each) of the coefficients of the electron wavefunction along the various 

outcome states). But what criteria can ever choose such a measure? Even if an 

additive measure can be defined in a unique way, the question of the origin of 

probability has not become expelled from physics. One could say that classical 

statistical physics works with some measure too (Liouville's theorem determines 

that ordinary volume in phase space has the desired properties),and manages a 

satisfactory agreement with experiments. Such arguments, of course, would be used 

only by someone not very approving of programs to base statistical physics on 

ergodic considerations and they rather show that classical physics may have 

surprises as great as those of quantum mechanics instead of showing that quantum 

mechanics has surprises only as little as classical physics. 
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So, without saying that we "derived" the probability algorithm from the 

equations of motion*, we can say that we expelled dualism by claiming that 

Schrödinger’s equation is valid even during measurements. This treatment of the 

dualism is called "Everett-Wheeler-Graham theory" or "many-worlds 

interpretation of quantum mechanics" or (better)"Everett - Wheeler-Cooper-Van 

Vechten-Graham theory".  
Thus the many-worlds school, not less than  the Copenhagen school (in the 

version “rectified” by the “pragmatism” of the kind we saw)remove dualism. In both 

of them, it is necessary (and possible) to explain why observers of the same system 

agree with each other. Also, the many- worlds interpretation is as conservative as the 

“pragmatist” interpretation in the sense that it just tries again to find words and 

concepts to make the usual structure (Schrödinger’s equation plus probability 

algorithm) look consistent and acceptable, to conserve it instead of first changing it 

and then looking for experiments that would corroborate the change. In both of them 

one needs a further clarification of what a measurement is: in the “pragmatist” 

interpretation, because the world exists only during measurements and thus it is of 

utmost importance to know if a fly is an observer; in the many-worlds interpretation, 

because the equation of Schrödinger is taken as valid during measurement and thus we 

had better clarify what a measurement is. This clarification will happen in the same 

way for both theories. The two theories do not give any different observable results. 

They are different words about the same object. Metaphorically, one could say that 

using the many-worlds interpretation to overcome the du al is t i c paradox of equation 

of motion vs. collapse is like proving the consistency of 2-dim. Riemannian geometry 

by going to Euclidean geometry of three dimensions, considering Riemannian axioms 

about straight lines as theorems about great circles on a sphere and thus showing that 

Euclidean and Riemannian geometry stand together or fall together. The pragmatist 

Copenhagenian, like the usual Copenhagenian, is like someone proving the 

consistency of 2-dim. Riemannian geometry by purely 2-dimensional means. 
 

To proceed in the clarification of measurement an example is in order.  
We consider a beam of electrons moving in the x-direction prepared into 

identical wavefunctions. We pass it through a region of a magnetic field with a strong 

inhomogeneity of B z along the z direction**, so as to make spin up electrons diverge 

upwards (along +z axis) from the x - direction and spin down electrons diverge 

downwards (along -z axis) from the x-direction (spin up and spin down refer of  
 

*Let’s postpone for much later the description of some very interesting and almost heroic 
efforts by Bohm to derive that rule from various directions (all outside the many -worlds 

idea)  
**Bx and By cannot be both taken as zero since the magnetic field should be divergenceless 

and the gradient of Bz along the z -direction must be compensated. But this can happen 

through the x- gradient of a Bx that is small and irrelevant to the experiment. 
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course to spin along z-axis). We also have a registering device (a photographic plate 

e.g.) on which the electrons fall and leave two separated spots corresponding to spin 

up and to spin down. Also we might need another configuration of magnetic fields 

which could bend back the two deviating sub- beams to merge them again into one 

beam to be split in the x -direction. In which case the photographic plate is removed 

from the way and, instead, one clicking or buzzing (and thus registering) device is 

put in the way of the upward deviating electrons before they are bent back to the x-

direction, a device which makes a sound each time an electron passes but does not 

stop its motion or change its spin. One more such device is put in the way of the 

downward deviating electrons. 
 

Forgetting about the parts of the universe that play no role in this 

experiment, we consider that the wavefunction of the universe when one 

electron starts on its course is the product of the wavefunction of the electron, 

the wavefunctions of the registering devices and the wave - functions of 

whoever observer may be concerned. The wavefunction of the electron is the 

product of a spatial part (localized in a small wavepacket) and a spin part. 
 

The spin wavefunction is a linear superposition (complex in general) of the state 

of spin up and of the state of spin down. If the initial wave-function of the electron has 

in its spin part only the spin up state, then the wavefunction of the universe after the 

passage of the electron through the apparatus (magnetic field etc) will be the product 

of the spin up state, a wavefunction of a wave packet on the upper trajectory, a 

wavefunction for the upper registering device corresponding to the state which has as 

an indication that an electron registered, a wavefunction for the lower registering 

device which has as an indication that no electron has registered and a wavefunction 

factor corresponding to each observer who is looking, and containing the information 

that he has seen an upper dot on a photographic plate or heard a "click" in the upper 

registering device. (How do we know that the Schrödinger equation leads to such a 

factorized outcome? Well , this is exactly what we mean by saying that our devices 

were devised to register whether the upper or lower trajectories were used, and by 

saying that the job of us observers is to observe the devices. Still, one could ask how 

we know that factorizing devices exist. The answer that after all we have them in the 

labs and in ourselves is not satisfactory, because it begs the question of whether the 

atomic realm (Schrödinger equation) connects without contradictions to the classical 

(macroscopic) realm (measuring devices) . So we had better suggest a simple example 

at least that shows this factorization. For such an example see note 2 on p.123. After 

this, we assume that the complicated Hamiltonians referring to the interaction of the 

electron with the clicking devices and to the interaction of those devices with the 

observers produce such factorization). An analogous situation will correspond to the  
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case where the spin part of the initial electron wavefunction has only spin down. When 

the spin part of the initial electron wavefunction is a general superposition of the spin 

up and the spin down states, then the final wavefunction of the universe will be the 

corresponding superposition of the products that we have just mentioned. For a very 

reasonable question arising here see note 3 on p.124. 

       Now let us see with more detail what we mean when we say that an 

apparatus is checking whether an electron passed through this and not through the 

other path. We mean that a formation of matter suffers alterations with the 

following properties: 
 

1. The wavefunction of the universe is factorized as described above after these 

alterations. 

2.The wavefunction factor corresponding to the apparatus when one outcome is 

realized (upper path) is orthogonal to the apparatus wavefunction factor when a 

different outcome is realized (lower path). Same goes for the wavefunctions of the 

observers.(Here the two registering devices were considered as two parts of the same 

apparatus. 
 

3.The alterations are irreversible in the thermodynamic sense (so the 

apparatus must be sufficiently macroscopic).  
4.The alterations do not react back to influence the spin of the electron (so 

they must be due to the electric (Coulomb) forces that an electron can exert and 

not to the magnetic forces arising from its magnetic moment. E.g. the Coulomb 

force from a passing electron can ionize some atoms in the apparatus).  
All these properties taken together with the fact that the strongly 

inhomogenous magnetic field is in the z -direction and its large gradient is again 

in the z -direction make the apparatus be called "apparatus for measuring the 

projection of the spin of the electron on the z - axis". It is obvious why we 

cannot measure simultaneously the projection of the spin on the x or y axes (or 

any other axis) . The apparatuses which would be needed, would have to sit on 

the top of each other. We can only perform successive, but not simultaneous, 

measurements by bending the split trajectories back into a single beam and 

passing it through x and y apparatuses placed one after the other. Such 

experimental arrangements (the x,y,z apparatuses) are called complementary and 

this term, in physics, refers to their mutual exclusive-ness as well as to the fact 

that, if they could be implemented simultaneously they would complement each 

other to form a complete determination of the spin vector of the electron. 
 

The first property (factorizability) has already been commented enough. 

The other three properties also need extensive comments. 

Property 2) answers essentially our question about whether a fly that was passing 

from the site of the experiment while we were not looking at the outcomes, constitutes 

an observer(an adherent of the Copenhagen interpretation would ask "can a fly cause 
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the collapse of the wave-function?! If the fly –– passing from the region of the two 

paths into which the electron beam splits –– suffers such physical changes due to the 

clicks (or rather due to flashes prearranged to happen with the clicks in case flies do 

not have a sense of hearing) that the upper click causes a final fly wavefunction factor 

orthogonal to the final fly wavefunction factor caused by the lower click, then the fly 

is an observer. (If we insist anthropocentrically to gauge everything by our own 

observations, then we must express this by saying that a fly is an observer who "causes 

collapse of wavefunction" just because we can, in principle, catch him, dissect him, 

find in his eye and brain the traces left by the click or flash and thus effect our own 

observation; and if we are egocentric we can say that other people are observers 

"causing collapse of the wavefunction" just because we can ask them what they saw). 

Now, if not even a fly was passing and we were not looking, then if there is anything 

that carries a trace (e.g. the measuring device itself, the atmosphere which propagates 

the "click" etc) which in principle, we could examine to retrace the click as coming 

from the upper or lower device or, in more exact terms, if there is anything 

macroscopic that goes into orthogonal states when the outcomes are different, then we 

say that observation was happening, that "collapse of wavefunction was taking place", 

that nature was observing itself, or that matter was observing matter even while we 

were looking the other way or had our eyes closed etc. 
 

What we say about orthogonality versus existence of observation is not just a 

definition or word niceties. Let us take the example of the two - slit experiment 

frequently employed ( especially by Feynman) to understand such matters. In the 

language of this experiment, instead of speaking about "collapse of wavefunction", we 

ask whether it is the probabilities or the amplitudes that add (in the latter case we also 

say that we have interference). Put behind the two slits a fly (or any other observing 

demon). If he has enough resolving power, enough discriminating abilities to know for 

sure which slit a particle passes through, then it is probabilities that add. If he is a little 

fuzzy and he is not sure then there is some interference. If he is completely fuzzy and 

he does not have any opinion then amplitudes add and when taking the absolute square 

a cross term appears and is responsible for interference. Now, how do we account for 

all this in the language of the above analysis of what an observer is? When a fly (or 

any observing instrument) exists, the final wavefunction of the universe does not just 

entail the particle observed but also the wavefunction of the fly. So we add two 

factorized terms roughly reading as "electron passed from slit 1" multiplied with "fly 

wavefunction as affected by electron's passage from slit 1" plus "electron passed from 

slit 2" multiplied with "fly wavefunction as affected by electron's passage from slit 2". 

(So, actually we always add amplitudes in quantum mechanics and not probabilities). 
 

To find probability of electron landing at some point on a screen behind the two slits, 

we take the absolute square of this. If "fly wavefunction as affected by .... slit 1" and 
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"fly wavefunction .... slit 2" are orthogonal, then the cross term vanishes and it is like 

adding probabilities of electron's passage from slit 1 and slit 2. If they are not 

orthogonal, in which case the fly is not an observer very sure of what he sees, then 

there is some interference. If the fly wavefunction is equally affected by the electron's 

passage from either slit, then it factors out and the two amplitudes add as if no fly 

existed to be included in the wavefunction of the universe (complete interference).  

Let us now get back to our experiments with the apparatus which measures the z-spin of 

the electron. To show how real all of the above is and to become completely convinced 

that being observed or not is not semantic philosophy but experimental physics (actual 

experimental, not just gedanken experimental), we say that if the two split sub-beams are 

bent back into one beam and are passed through an apparatus that measures the y-spin, 

then the following happens: 
 

A beam of electrons having its spins polarized in the +y direction splitting in two 

+z and –z beams, checked by the click machines for passing through upper or lower 

path, when recombined and finally processed through the y- apparatus splits into +y 

and –y beams (each takes half of the electrons).  
The same beam, “splitting” in +z and –z beams, recombined without us having 

turned on the click machines to check through which path each electron passed, and 

finally processed through the y -apparatus, does not split but deviates wholly to the +y 

direction, exactly as if the z-apparatus had not existed at all. Conversely, if we had 

passed the beam through a y -apparatus and it had not split and if we again passed it 

through another y-apparatus further down and it did split, then we would conclude that 

in-between, a spin -measuring machine with axis different from y had been operated 

with its click machines turned on. 
 

Now let us go  to property 3). To be good observers, good measuring apparatuses etc , 

the photographic plates, the flies, ourselves, the click machines etc. do not just need 

orthogonal wavefunctions corresponding to the different outcomes. They must 

remember their indications (or rather to just have a place on which to leave traces of 

past observations. A forgetful man is not less capable of producing a wavefunction 

collapse just because he cannot recall where his brain has placed those traces, so as to 

retrieve them; maybe they have been indelibly registered someplace). So they do need 

some thermodynamic irreversibility, and sufficient size is necessary (but not 

necessarily sufficient) for that. Why do they need such a property? 

Suppose that the initial wavefunction of the electron is spin up and due to its 

interaction with the apparatus the Schrödinger evolution of the wavefunction of the 

universe becomes finally (“after the experiment”) factorized and that the apparatus 

factor is orthogonal to what it would have been if the initial electron state were spin 

down. If some memory could not "freeze" the apparatus wavefunction into the 

orthogonal outcomes after the experiment, then it is very hard to believe that even 

during the experiment there could be evolution to those factor states that are 

orthogonal (because as soon as the orthogonal states began to "form" the 
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impersistence of memory would un -form them, orthogonality would be un -done 

by Schrödinger evolution and would never be a property of the final states (this reason 

makes doubtful even whether a t  limit state could exist, let alone be factorizable 

into definite final factors). But without orthogonal final outcomes we cannot even talk 

of a good measurement (also without definite final factors (even if not orthogonal), we 

cannot even talk of a bad measurement) . So this irreversibility requirement is part of 

what we require of a measurement worthy of its name. To put it poetically: without it, 

orthogonality will be undone so the slate will start to become clean again, the memory 

will start to be wiped out (or at least to become faded), interference will start to appear 

because the cross terms coming from the final states of the fly's brain will again start 

being non- zero, and the "collapsed wavefunction of the electron" will start to rise on 

its feet again*. 

 

Before we proceed, let us recapitulate and re-pose our direction: It is a problem of 

philosophy to understand if and how the existence of measuring apparatuses can solve 

the problem of dualism (of evolution according to Schrödinger’s equation vs. collapse 

of wavefunction) but it is a problem of physics concerning the study of properties of 

Schrödinger’s equation and of the nature of irreversible processes (supposedly made a 

well defined problem by the Brussels’ school both in classical and quantum 

mechanics**) to understand how it is possible for apparatuses, with all the properties 

demanded of them, to exist(see note 4, p.124)  
Let’s leave for note 5 (on p.125)the discussion of property 4) demanded of 

apparatuses*** and, e.g. for a change, let’s do something both funny and pedagogic,  
 

 

*The utmost in this sort of scenario is to bend back not only the trajectories of the two electron 

sub-beams into a single beam but to "bend back" the wavefunctions of the registering devices 

that have clicked, into their initial wavefunctions where the clicks had not been heard. That 

such time reversals are highly improbable for systems with many degrees of freedom, is a 

situation familiar from classical statistical physics already. Poincaré cycles which would 

"bring back the past" despite its improbability are estimated to exceed by far the estimated age 

of the universe. In a quantum world the Poincaré cycles are even longer. Roughly speaking the 

reason is that not only the centers of the wave -packets representing particles have to go back 

to their initial positions and velocities(we wait for a classically long Poincaré cycle for that to 

happen) but also the sizes of these wavepackets will have to go back to their initial dimensions 

and this is an extra difficulty because due to the principle of indeterminacy there is a 

momentum spread which makes different (Fourier) components of a wavepacket move at 

different speeds and thus spread out the wavepackets to larger and larger sizes. 
 

**We have already mentioned some of this bibliography in the footnote of page 95.  
***(…demanded on p.100) For spin measurements, this property may be a little trivial; also it 

is a property not always necessary to require of a measuring apparatus but might have a 

pedagogic value for the philosophical discussion which will follow even while not being a 

prerequisite for it. 
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in relation to the fact that quantum mechanics now, after Everett, is actually much 

easier to understand than before (even for people who don’t believe that many -worlds 

is something to stay) Let’s try to imagine a dialog between a layman and a physicist,  

where, roughly speaking, “layman” is a person trying to put what we have seen so far, 

in words that are usual in plain and brief everyday speech and being led to, at least 

apparent, inconsistencies and brain - twists all the time, and “physicist” is a person 

who does do that too but having in the back of his mind the “many-worlds” 

“metalanguage” (or some, e.g. decoherence - based, rectification of Copenhagen) plus 

the facts or conjectures about irreversibility etc., and thus he also undoes or untwists 

all the time the apparent inconsistencies or the brain-twists, but, at least at the 

beginning, produces more of them as he goes along. At least this part of the present 

chapter would make fit for it the following famous quotation attributed to Niels Bohr 

roughly going like: 
 

If someone does not feel his head spinning after hearing his first lecture in quantum 

mechanics then he has not understood anything about the subject 
 

Actually, even more suitable to what we’ll see, would be to use as a motto the 

following dialog (in a strip cartoon of L.A.Times more than 35 years ago *) 

Chicken : Mommy, am I people?  
Hen : No, you’re chicken.  
C : Was I born?  
H : No, you came from an egg.  
C: Do people come from eggs?  
H: No, people are born.  
C: Are eggs born?  
H: No, eggs are laid.  
C: Are people laid?  
H: Some are. The rest are chicken.  
The final state of the chicken has a huge question mark over its head. 

 

 

 

 

 
*PS: So the author does have an excuse for not being able to give reference to the name of the 

brilliant cartoonist: he had never imagined that he would ever use it in writing (OK, he first 

used it sooner than 35 years later but even then he could not find the name because he had not 

kept it because he had never imagined that he…etc) 
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OK, so let’s go back to a short review of that scene: A beam of electrons was split into 

two sub- beams by a magnetic field in the z -axis and then was brought back together 

into a single beam by magnetic fields which bent the sub-beams back. Suppose the 

spin of each electron before passage from the z-apparatus was along +y axis. We take 

an electron as it enters the recombined beam area. And let us suppose that we have just 

heard the click that tells us that it passed from the device which informs us that it had a 

spin along +z. How do we describe the situation with words? We say: "The electron's 

spin was +y and this made it have an amplitude to be +z. We checked and indeed 

found +z. So the wavefunction of the electron collapsed from +y to +z state". This 

"briefing" is indeed too brief and is a rough summarized way of speech to say all the 

things we have been saying about irreversible macroscopic apparatuses, about 

consciousness content within each branch of the wavefunction of the universe (or 

alternatively about a merely metaphorical existence of the universe in-between the 

clicks) etc. etc. The brief way is not only rough. It is also inconsistent (as we have 

said, collapse is not compatible with equations of motion)and will often create 

situations like the following: 
 

Layman:- The electron was +y before passing through the z-apparatus. How did 

it become +z ?  
Physicist:- It was influenced by the apparatus. In quantum physics we cannot 

measure something without influencing it in an unpredictable way and we cannot 

reduce the influencing disturbance below a certain degree. E.g. if the clicking devices 

are on we cannot avoid throwing the electron from +y to +z or to -z states, so  
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we cannot find a +y electron on the other side of the apparatus, no electron passes 

undisturbed. Also we cannot predict whether it will fall on +z or on -z. That's what we 

mean in quantum mechanics by saying that the observed systems are so small that it is 

impossible to avoid disturbing them no matter how much we decrease the intensity of 

our intervening measuring procedures. The only way not to disturb is not to observe, 

e.g. to have no clicking device This is the difference between large and small. Their 

difference is not a relative thing. Small is what has to be disturbed –– to a degree that 

cannot be reduced –– in order to become observed by the large. So there is a dualism 

between largeness and smallness, two realms that seem irreconcilable and separated by 

a gap. This is just another rephrasing of the wave-particle duality which is the case that 

first hit the eye of physicists and means that matter behaves like waves in its 

propagation but like particles (energy lumps of irreducible size) in its registering in 

clicking devices (in spin experiments however the "wave nature" of the spin part just 

means that the state is a superposition of an up and a down state). Phrased like wave-

particle duality the dualism of large and small is answered through the philosophy of 

complementarity. Yet to become fully consistent it had better be phrased like the 

dualism of Schrödinger evolution –– wave nature of propagation –– versus 

wavefunction collapse (the clicks of irreducible energy lumps are collapses). In this 

last formulation, the dualism can be terminated by e.g. the philosophical stance usually 

called “the many-worlds school”. 
 

L: - I don't understand you better when you fly to a subject different from my 

question, you know. Yet I feel you understand yourself better when you do that. But 

let's go back. You said that the +y electron became a +z because it was influenced by 

the apparatus. Was it influenced by the upper clicking device or by the lower ? 
 

P: - I guess it seems reasonable to you that it was influenced by the upper since it 

was the upper that clicked and it was this click that confirmed that this electron chose 

the upper path, and I guess it would seem to you a very non-causal action at-a-distance, 

if it was not the upper device that influenced it. Yet I tell you that such worries about 

causality that lead to needs for locality of influence refer to the kind of influence that is 

called interaction. Not to the influence that's called measurement. So I won't do you the 

favor and I won't tell you that it was the upper device that influenced the electron. 

Although it would be only words with no meaning if I told you yes and equally only 

words without meaning if I told you no, I just tell you that it was the whole apparatus 

that influenced it. This still is only words. Brief sentences and habits of speech that 

lead to the kind of questions you ask and the kind of brief answers like this one I just 

gave you are in the last analysis irrelevant. The only thing that makes sense is the long 

story about measurement, irreversibility, "Many-Worlds" interpretation etc. That's 

what I have in mind when I'm answering you and I keep translating into your kind
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of words. In what you ask and in what I then answer you I don't see anything wrong, 

but I don't see anything right either. 
 

L: - I won't take it that you're on ego trip trying to sound like a Zen master ... 

P: - Actually it's not me. It's reality itself that sounded like a Zen master when it 

spoke to physicists about the realm of the small. Don't put the blame on me. After all it 

was not a bad experience to be given a mind-squeeze that took discovering all the 

dialectics of the world to get straight. It must have been a thrill to the people who 

untwisted the twist starting from complementarity, two languages about one and the 

same reality... Sorry, sorry. I get carried away again. Go ahead with your question. 
 

L: - Glad you noticed. I was going to excuse myself and interrupt your 

interruption. I was saying I won't take it that you do it on purpose to sound like a Zen 

master. I take it that you're just using a sort of style when you tell me that you don't see 

anything wrong and you don't see anything right either, and that you don't cryptically 

suggest a logic with three values, where sentences are not just either wrong or right. If 

it was a matter of choosing for my metaphysics among many worlds that exist all the 

time and obey two-valued logic , one world that doesn't exist all the time but only at 

the times of observation but obeys two - valued logic and one world that exists all the 

time but obeys three-valued logic, I would sincerely hope they're all equivalent so that 

I choose one of the first two alternatives rather than risking the chance that only the 

third is valid experimentally because ...Anyway, these are just the things I don’t ask 

you. What I do ask you is only what makes the electrons of spin +z go along the upper 

path and the other electrons go along the lower path. 

P: - It's the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field that's responsible. In big words 

it's "the z-gradient of Bz". 

L:- What does a magnetic field do to a spin ?  
P:- It makes it precess. Let me make that clear. For any state of the spin of the 

electron, even if it's a linear combination of +z and -z states, it can be shown that there 

is an axis in space, call it z', along which the electron's spin can be assumed to be + z'. 

Now what precession means is just that this z' axis or "sure-spin axis" rotates around 

the magnetic field with a frequency proportional to the field. It's called Larmor 

precession if you want to know.  
L:- Is this what makes the +y state become a +z state after passing through the 

apparatus? 

P:- No, no,no! By no means. What I've just told you happens to the spin part of 

the wavefunction and in a homogenous field. In an inhomogenous field the spatial 

part of the wavefunction couples to its spin part, +z electrons are more comfortable 

going the upper path, they have smaller "magnetic potential energy" (if you want to 

make it sound like energy)there, and -z electrons feel more comfortable going the 

lower path. So the beam splits. And, above everything else, don't think 
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that it was a precession that turned +y to +z. After all a precession is an evolution. The 

"sure- spin axis" follows an equation. It doesn't flip here and there unpredictably.  
L: - So you say that the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field splits the spatial 

wavefunction into two wavepackets but does not make the electron jump into one of 

the two. Right? 

P: - Right.  
L: -  And the precession is not responsible for the jump either.  

Right?  
P: - Right.  
L: - You had a property number 4) which said that the apparatus did not use any 

magnetic properties of the electron and so it did not influence its spin. But the 

magnetic field at each point causes precession, and over long distance causes, by its 

inhomogeneity, the split of the beam. And obviously it couples through the magnetic 

properties of the electron and not through the Coulomb forces of it. Right? Yes right. I 

know. So where does property 4) go now? Did I get you?  
P:-Yes, you got me. Sorry. I was misleading. I should have only implied that 

Coulombic clicking devices make the electrons really end up in +z or –z states!*. Hm! 

I guess I misled you by implying that electrons enter each clicking device in a +y state 

and then in the milieu of non-magnetic forces, an unpredictable blow kicks them into a 

+z or -z state. That would be quite a dramatic jump if it happened. But it doesn't. What 

happens is that by the time the initial spatial wavepacket has split into two 

wavepackets which have reached the clicking devices, the electron wavefunction is not 

factorized anymore into space and spin parts. So just before, the click, the electron is 

really in no spin state. Not in +y not in +z, not in -z. Not in the upper packet, not in the 

lower. So all I meant was that it is not a physical interaction that decides where the 

click will be heard or, if you prefer, which path, upper or lower, the electron will take. 

Yes. I admit I misled you. Very noticing on your part. I appreciate it. 
 

L: - As a matter of fact I didn't think any of that. It's you who thought it so it's 

yourself only that you must have misled. For myself I find what you say dramatic 

enough. Now let's get serious again. So: Overall it's not the magnetic field, it's not the 

inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, and of course it's not the Coulomb interaction 

with the clicking device that obliges the initial +y state make that jump into the +z 

state. So it's not any interaction. Right? 

P: - Right.  
L: - Yet you said that it was the influence of the apparatus that made the spin 

state jump. Did you say it? 

- Yes, I did.                                                                                                                          

L: - So putting together all the things you've told me I conclude that a supposedly  
 

* See note 5(p.125)for why property 4) is needed for that The reader of that note should note 

that the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of a z-apparatus with an electron has a 

Coulombic part ( clicking devices) and a spin part (proportional to Bzσz) both of which 

commute with the z-spin (=σz/2). 
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reasonable rationalist like you is solemnly and explicitly and in a sober state 

making a statement about some influences that do exist and are not due to 

interactions. Do you sign that? 
 

P: - Sure. Sure. I do, I do. Quote me anytime.  
L: - I'll give you one more minute to retract. Maybe you want to moderate 

your words and call this "interaction No 2” instead of "influence". Maybe you 

want to say that you have solved all your dualisms, large vs. small, wave vs. 

particle, evolution vs. collapse, and you've now painted yourself to a corner by 

having an interaction number 1 and an interaction number 2, which again is 

dualism. 
 

P: - I don’t care if you call it either "influence" or "interaction number 2". And I 

don’t care if it’s a dualism. I was annoyed by the dualisms that you mentioned, not 

because of some preoccupation against dualisms but because they were self-

contradictory dualisms. I would even prefer to have a self-consistent dualism than a 

self-contradictory monism. So even if you see a dualism like “interaction number 1 

"versus" interaction number 2” or something like “interactionless influence” you 

should be annoyed only if you can pinpoint some self-inconsistency there. 
 

L: - Do you see any of that? I can’t think it out, but I’m not sure that I won’t 

reach some self-contradiction by asking you more questions like the ones I’ve been 

asking you. 

P: -When we speak in your terms, with brief sentences and question habits of 

the commonly spoken language, my answers are as if –– watch this "as if" –– 

besides the usual interactions of physics one more interaction exists between 

matter and matter, one interaction or influence that one would rather call "relation 

of observation" or "relation of measurement"...  
L: - Ha! Now you sound like Lenin, not like a Zen master. I’ll tell you later. 

Go on. Sorry for interrupting you. 

P: - Make sure you don’t forget. And anyway, I’ll remind you that myself in 

a while. So was speaking about an inferred "relation of observation" between 

matter and matter. But you see, such mysterious sounding phrases exist only 

through the obligation to be brief. In the mathematical formalism that speaks about 

irreversible apparatuses and multibranch universe they do not exist. 
 

L: - Yet brief sentences do help, and seeing you I get the impression that one can 

learn to speak them without contradicting oneself after a finite time. One can get the 

correct habit. 

P: - Yes, especially, if you learn the self-consistent metalanguage behind. 

Actually only in that case. Otherwise even if you get the correct habit you're still only 

right for the wrong reason. And you just speak correctly with other people, who have 

the same habit. But the correct habit itself without the use of the metalanguage, is still 

self-inconsistent. And so you'd better learn it the hard way. And to put it in cultural  
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sounds, I use T.S.Eliot's formulation "Is it not the highest treason doing the right thing 

for the wrong reason?" Ha! Did that get you? You didn't expect me to have read that, did 

you? Did I hit you with a line? In case you don't know it, it's from "Murder in the 

Cathedral". Becket says to the fourth tempter. 

      L: - Yes, you did hit me with that line. Coming back to our subject, yes, I'll learn that 

higher language although it's more difficult. I'll take the time. I won't let the knowledge to 

you only, just resigning to tell you "I leave you to your higher vices which you should pay for 

at higher prices". As you know through your reading of "Murder in the Cathedral", the third 

tempter says that to Becket. Ha! Did I chop your ears off, or at least got them ringing by the 

surprise? 

      P: - As a matter of fact you did. You're not just the archetypal layman. You're my ideal 

layman. We'd make quite a team if we performed in a circus. 

      L: - Yes! Yes! We would be the great brand new odd couple. I can already see the scene: 

Ladies and gentlemen! After Laurel and Hardy, Jack Lemon and Walter Matthau, he and he, 

Holmes and Watson, Ivan and Smerdyakov, Faust and Mephistopheles, Othello and Iago, 

Vladimir and Estragon, Fester Bestertester and Karbunkle, the positivist and theZen-freak, 

the Yogi and the Commissar, Laurence Olivier and Michael Caine, YES, ladies and 

gentlemen at last the layman and the physicist. Come on professor, the world is waiting for 

us! 

              P:(clapping in enthusiasiasm and grief) - You laymen sure have your way 

with culture and the arts. Hit me with your next question. 
 

L: - If the initial spin was in another direction or unknown and the upper 

device clicked, then the spin would be made +z. Right? 

P: - Right.  
L: - This is definitive for me, along with the previous properties, to conclude 

that the "mysterious" observational influence is not quantifiable. It takes different 

states and ends them to the same result, it takes the same states and ends them with 

unpredictability to different results. It's really uncontrollable. 

P: - O.K. What's next ?  
L: - Mm! I see. So this is what you meant a while ago and what they write in 

the books all the time, that the measuring apparatus introduces unpredictable and 

uncontrollable perturbations which cannot be reduced below a certain limit, and that 

this is all due to "the existence of the quantum of action"?  
P: - Exactly. This is it.  
L: - Fancy! The kind of things one hears these days! That was a good one. 

Uncontrollable disturbances which, even though they are quite real and observable, are 

not due to some kind of physical interaction, are not mysterious, are not mystical or 

supernatural, are not self-contradictory or irrational, and are quite understandable if we 

learn their language. Splendid. Splendid. Can you tell me in a brief sentence of yours 

what is the basis of the existence of these influences? Can you say in one sentence a 

mathematical fact from which that "disturbing influence" is inferred? I mean 

something besides the fact that one needs a coupling to the big devices needing 

irreversibility etc, and still is part of the usual interactions, and besides the fact that the 

devices have something unpredictable like all objects of statistical thermodynamics 
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and, after all, could affect measurement even before quantum mechanics became 

necessary. An outstanding mathematical principle of quantum mechanics, able to be 

well-formulated, and which leads to an uncontrollable disturbance ? It's very 

important to me. I would call it the raison d’être of the disturbance. 
 

P: - OK, in one sentence it's the principle of superposition of amplitudes or the 

existence of the wave function. Brief enough ? Let me recapitulate all I've been 

saying. Although the interaction between apparatus and the observed system happens 

through the physical forces, it is the fact that these forces express themselves in the 

quantum mechanical formalism –– and not in the classical –– that causes the 

influence which is unpredictable, uncontrollable, irreducible below a certain size and 

unlike the usual physical interactions. The source of this influence is not so much the 

forces themselves or the unpredictability of the macroscopic apparatuses, as is the 

wavefunction framework; of course “not so much” should be taken somewhat lightly, 

one cannot weigh on a real balance how much of a source something is. 
 

L: - Please tell me which of the following two versions is true. Does the 

wavefunction exist because of the uncontrollable disturbances during measurement 

which in their turn are due to the existence of an elementary quantum of action? OR 

the uncontrollable disturbances during measurement exist due to the existence of the 

wavefunction? Which of the two happens?  
P: - Your two sentences mean the same thing. I don’t understand the OR. So how 

can I answer which of the two if it’s only one? Are you playing Zen master with me 

now? Go on and answer me what’s the difference between one chicken. Ha! Did I hit 

you with that? It’s from Makaveyev’s “Montenegro”. OK, I’m kidding you. I know 

what you mean. I had that question myself as a student. 

L: - You go on and answer me what's the difference between one  
chicken and you'll hear the sound of my clapping with one hand. Ha! Did I hit you 

with that? It's from Tom Robbins' "Even cowgirls get the blues". 
 

P: - You laymen sure have your way with snappy answers. It wouldn't be a very 

snappy cliché if I tried to get even by asking you whether you have all this written on 

your shirt-cuffs... 

L: - Snappy enough, I mean snappy enough for me to clap you with one hand as 

I promised you I would do for a more difficult task  
(L claps by hitting sometimes the base of his palm with the fingers of the same hand, 

bending them to reach base. The sound is of course more like fingers snapping than 

like hands clapping) 
 

P: - Obviously I can’t keep up with such snappiness in all senses of the word, so 

I'll just be prosaic and answer your question after first posing to myself the question 

that you really meant to ask. You meant "If we start with classical large objects 

interacting with classical small objects through classical interactions and moving  
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according to classical equations of motion, then is it possible to derive quantum 

mechanics by taking into account a (classical) description of the disturbances which 

small objects undergo when measured by large objects and which affect the "results of 

measurement?" The answer is just NO.  

L: - OK, I got it! Now I know where I got it wrong. I had misinterpreted the fact 

that the proof of the uncertainty principle can be done through various thought 

experiments (Heisenberg microscopes etc.) using classical concepts. I thought to 

myself: "Since the uncertainty principle can be proved with gedanken measurements 

without Fourier -analyzing a wavepacket and since such a relation does exist for wave-

packets, therefore we have proved that measurement theory derives that particles are 

also wavepackets".  
P: - Terrible! Just terrible! You should be ashamed! You should ...  
L: - Don't yell. I got it. All the gedanken measurements proving the uncertainty 

relation use the de Broglie relationship between wavelength and momentum and then 

use properties of classical waves and properties of classical particles. So the non-

classical fact of associating a classical wave with a classical particle has already taken 

place. So the wavefunction is already assumed. Not derived. And one would be 

begging the issue if he thought he had derived quantum mechanics from classical 

through such methods. So all those Heisenberg microscopes just check for various 

cases the consistency of having associated a wave with a particle, Jesus ! To think one 

could derive an h from no h! 
 

P: - Relax and just sin no more. Well, what I wanted to... 

L: - You know how it sounds to me now? That, historically, wave-particle 

duality suggested how to discover quantum mechanics but once you have all those 

wavefunctions it's better to stick to them and use them to derive all the meaningful 

statements about uncontrollable measurements rather than the other way around... 

P: - Obviously, obviously. But actually... 

L: - ...and that it's really easier to learn quantum physics from those 

metalanguages about metaquantumphysics rather than learning it from older 

books. It's always the same effect: finding graduate courses easier than 

undergraduate courses but having the latter as prerequisites. Well, don't mind my 

mumbling. It's no news for you that hindsight makes teaching easier. 
 

P: - Of course, of course, but what I’ve been trying to interject for quite some 

length, now, of your ongoing soliloquy, is that if you want to see a classical-like 

apparatus object perturbing another classical-like observed object to produce, during 

observation, uncontrollable effects like the ones we saw , then just try to be a proper 

Bohm-ean and use a quantum  potential, not just the Newtonian one, for the forces of 

their interaction. Unless you don’t think it’s similarity enough with classical physics to 

have trajectories and you also want them to have only Newtonian forces. But let’s not 

be that greedy!  
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            L:- But isn’t the use of the quantum potential accused of using some 

artificial   extra terms to produce what is desired?  

P: What is "extra" about the quantum potential? It’s what’s needed to 

produce classical trajectories that are like streamlines or field-lines or rays to 

exactly Schrödinger’s equation and to nothing less, nothing extra either. What 

did you expect? Nothing extra to Newton? Schrödinger is extra to Newton! 

Unless one wants to also accuse Bohm’s view for not having anything extra to 

Schrödinger and for thus being too equivalent to usual quantum mechanics and 

thus incapable of beating it at the level of some new experiment. Thus, Bohr 

accused Bohm’s view of sounding like the phrase “it would be good if  2+2 

equaled 5 instead of 4 because it would help our finances” , Einstein accused it 

of being merely equivalent to quantum mechanics. So do study that view, 

unless...  
L: - My own "unless" is...  
P: - ... unless you’ve really believed that it introduces unnatural hidden degrees of 

freedom, something for which the only responsibility of Bohm is that it gave the same name, 

hidden variables, both to the view above and to the other view, that he studied with Vigier, 

that relates to the existence of a stochastic subquantum background; and tries to get from there 

the psi-square rule instead of trying to get it as in the heroic attempts of Bohm in the 

framework of just his initial idea of pilot waves. And, of course, those degrees of freedom 

looked like extra because they referred to a whole additional, subquantal world and did not 

just aspire to be e.g. some correction part of the bump-like solutions of an equation with as 

many particles as before but having some non-linear terms as extras responsible for 

singularities or bumps or kinks that propagated like Bohm particles piloted by the gradient of 

the phase of the wavefunction, as was the initial effort of de Broglie, which was shut up by 

Pauli in a pre-30 Solvay congress but was revived in the 50s in his book “Non-linear Quantum 

Mechanics” after those arguments of Pauli were shut up by already the simple version of pilot 

wave theory that Bohm introduced in the 50s where the velocity of a guided particle was 

found from the gradient of the wave’s phase just like in de Broglie’s initial idea the velocity of 

the singularity of a the amplitude of a wave was given from the gradient of wave’s phase. OK, 

a third view tried by Bohm in collaboration with Bubb, was a non-linear equation that would 

not need collapse introduced as a dualism, and P.Pearle created more in this direction, one can 

find Pearle’s ideas in E. Squires’ “The Mystery of the Quantum World” but for his more 

recent orientations one can google in conjunction to GRW ideas, the ones exposited by 

Penrose too in his “Shadows of the Mind”. OK, let’s remain in the story of the fate of non-

stochastic ways to remain in one universe and to also not appeal to some difference of status 

of the moments where observation occurs from the moments in-between observations: they 

either try to make a mechanics based on Schrödinger’s equation like usual mechanics is based 

on Hamilton-Jacobi or they try to consider non-linear equations which would guide their 

bumps’ collective coordinates with equations like the ones of such a mechanics, hoping that 

the reason that the old founders couldn’t do it was that more effective methods for non-linear 

waves in those times had not been developed, and so Einstein still had the right to consider –– 

towards the end of his book “The meaning of Relativity” –– quantum mechanics and field
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quantization as a non- linear subject treated with linear methods and Pauli still had the right to 

consider, on the contrary, all quantum properties as genuinely novel features of nature that people 

would take some time to accept. Of course Einstein’s remark applies on the one hand to things 

like collapse of wavefunction of particles and of wavefunctional of quantized fields, and on the 

other hand to things like the existence of particles that were considered in elementary particle 

physics not like bumps of some field, like he and de Broglie wanted, but as things that were 

accommodated in Hilbert spaces of sums of antisymmetrized products of wavefunctions of usual 

point particles, leaving all other worries to regularization models that didn’t even have to have 

much physical meaning. Was this a novel feature or a limitation due to inexistence of methods 

about non - linear equations? But also: If we did have such methods wouldn’t we still consider it 

both a great task and a great coincidence that a perturbation theory through only linear methods 

has been found to approximate them? Bogoliubov even found a way to write his book on the 

perturbation theory for the relation of the far future with the far past states of interacting particles, 

without ever writing a Schrödinger equation for the in-between period, and just using the expected 

general properties of unitarity, Lorentz invariance and causality –– of course this is quite different 

from, and is also additional to, decoherence or whatever it takes for the psi square rule needed to 

give the scattering matrix its usual observational meaning –– , Chew even tried working without 

assuming that a space- time exists at all in that interim where particles interact, and somewhat less 

drastically than Chew, but more successfully, Dirac, in some short lectures on quantum field 

theory, only tried to find ways to face the fact that the state between plus and minus infinity “gets 

knocked out of the Fock space”, as he put it, i.e. out the space of all those sums of 

antisymmetrized products of free particle states etc etc, OK, for the bosons of a quantized field too 

it’s equally bad in the interim, Haag criticized all initial proofs, but not necessarily the results, of 

perturbation theory for the scattering matrix, but anyway let’s stick to fermions since they are 

supposed to be the analogs of material points, for which Einstein and de Broglie , and of course 

Mie and Born- Infeld, were wondering if they were field bumps etc. OK, concerning methods for 

nonlinear problems what has been added since then? E.g. J.Neu extended Whitham’s methods of 

averaged Lagrangians to treat bumps , kinks , singularities and, in models with e.g. non quadratic 

gauge invariant Lagrangians, he found systematically what Lorentz forces and radiation reaction 

forces such bumps feel. And apart for higher order corrections, the collective coordinates of the 

bumps not only fulfilled the Lorentz-Dirac equations wanted from them and not only were a 

regularized version of particles equations avoiding many of the self-interaction disadvantages of 

the linear equations electrodynamics, since at the particle core those were not obeyed , but also 

proved to be very model independent to first approximation, i.e. large classes of nonlinearities 

gave the same equations for effective coordinates. That much concerning the one aspect of 

Einstein’s question. About the collapse issue , well J.Neu had only applied his methods to bumps 

of fields that obeyed classical equations; not to equations that might be hoped to have bumps 

leading to Bohm-like behaviors, and thus displaying interference in double slit experiments etc. 

without having to collapse anything since trajectories would have been retained. Have other 

people looked at such equations with these or other methods? By just googling one quickly ends 

up on the papers of V. Benci of the university of Pisa. On whether the above Neu’s and Benci’s 

results are also obtainable by the methods introduced by D. Christodoulou in his “Shock
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dynamics” I still do not have an opinion. Let’s remain in the papers of the days of Everett. OK, 

Heisenberg and Dürr –– by the way, in the same annual volume of Physical Review as Everett, 

the 1957 volume –– tried a non-linear spinor equation but in the context of quantized fields. And 

some of the tools that later led to things like Goldstone and then Higgs were first found when 

Nambu and Jona Lasinio tried to apply to that equation what had recently discovered for 

superconductors by BCS. And the Gross-Neveu model was a deeper study of those results, which 

was affordable in one dimension. But others looked at Heisenberg & Dürr’s equation as classical 

PDE and it did have interesting properties. However it was not examined for V.Benci -like nor for 

J.Neu - like properties. Maybe many possible equations like them have quite similar properties 

like happens in J.Neu’s models, and maybe they can be regularization schemes with physical 

meaning. Whether they can also be what de Broglie and Einstein wanted is quite another matter. If 

not, then one can only quantize them in the way Heisenberg and Dürr wanted it, i.e. second 

quantization etc as usual. If yes, i.e. if a fundamental field obeying a non-linear equation has a 

part related to the structure of bumps that are quanta of matter plus a part related to the piloting of 

those quanta by some phase of it , looking from a distance as our usual 2 
nd

 quantized theories etc, 

then it would be great, but can one hope that this could ever work out? Wouldn’t it be as if 

expecting some usual PDE having as rich as set of properties as a quantum field theory? Well, 

someone might object that even usual hydrodynamics has so rich a set of properties, if turbulence 

is contained in it. Also one can object that Feynman managed to get properties of a many-body 

quantum system –– actually an infinite -body quantum system, the Dirac sea of electrons –– with 

just using Green’s functions of a single variable PDE, namely the one combining advanced and 

retarded solutions as in the Feynman propagator, but this is only good for electrons in a classical 

electromagnetic field, quantization of the electromagnetic field through which the electrons 

interact is not something similar, Feynman propagators for photons do not come from choosing a 

set of special solutions from a PDE but refer to functional equations, after all in the classical limit

photons don’t have trajectories like electrons do. Anyway, if anything similar to the dream of de 

Broglie and Einstein, and also Schrödinger, is unworkable and if one still doesn’t like quantum 

physics then one has as a last resort to suspect the continuum , Einstein finishes “The Meaning of 

Relativity” with the following phrase about the possible such theory which, in the absence of a 

continuum, he can only expect to be a purely algebraic: “at this time no one knows how to obtain a 

basis for such a theory”. Going back to more tangible difficulties of the theories that do not want 

to drop the continuum, nor to appeal to many worlds or to a world somewhat ghostly in-between 

measurements, let’s just say that e.g. in the book by Bohm and Hiley one can see the kind of 

problems these theories run into if they become relativistic or even if they are non relativistic but 

have many non -spinless particles in interaction. Non relativistic and spinless many body case isn’t 

problematic.  That’s it ... Ha! Did I get you? This time I gave me the pleasure of an ongoing 

soliloquy for the sake of my guessing your thoughts, in this case your objections. Did I 

guess them all? But to be frank I wouldn’t blame you if you told me that my soliloquy 

sounded like a “Lackey’s speech” as an expression in my student days went, I mean 

Beckett’s Lackey raving in front of Pozzo, Didi and Gogo; I mean Pozzo and the Vladimir 

and Estragon characters that you mentioned. But if it does sound as raving as that, 
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or obsolete, then you’d better leaf a systematic collection of articles like “Quo Vadis 
Quantum Mechanics” , and you’re all set. So: Did I guess all your unless- es, all your 
objections? 

L: - As a matter of fact you didn’t, I’ll tell you why in a moment; and neither did 

your speech sound particularly like Lackey’s in Beckett’s “Waiting for Godot”, or at 

least, I guess, one would get the same feeling from anyone describing in a row many 

schools whose trials-and-errors have not yet ended in general agreement or in 

disappearance. Here’s how you didn’t guess all my unless-es: concerning all your 

"unless this " and "unless that" I would never think of any of them. You took so many 

cases of that.....but frankly, my own one-and-only "unless" was that I don’t think I will 

be able to read about the Hamilton-Jacobi equation –– which feels like a prerequisite 

for reading Bohm and the quantum potential –– without first reading about canonical 

transformations. For some reason I think this is where I would get off the bus, I mean 

where I would be dropping the course, if I was a regular student and not an eccentric 

amateur gratefully receiving occasional reading courses from consenting and willing 

adults like you in the common parts of their spare time. 

P: - Oh, Oh!, Oh: So do drop canonical transformations. They’re not really needed to 

understand Hamilton- Jacobi, nor to understand how it works. The books by Bohm & Hiley 

or by Holland are quite self-contained even without mentioning them. But anyway, let’s do 

here and now a five -line proof of everything you need. I’ll do it for the case of a usual one 

half mv -square plus U kind of energy and I’ll leave the straightforward generalization to all 

Hamiltonians to you as a homework problem, unless you want me to do now the general case and 

give you two extra problems to practice yourself starting from the special, unless... 

L: - Why don’t you write me here and now one of your usual half-page notes written in 

physician’s  prescription posture. Just write one of the versions on one side and the other 

version on the flipside and I’ll see which one fits me better later when I can read then in 

peace. Now I’m filled with almost random questions following your usual brainstorming. 

Here’s a blank half page: 

(P does it mumbling "Step 1"... "Step 2"...(for what P scribbled on that piece of paper see 

note 6 on p.126),, and at the end he adds: 

“Well, provision for future Bohm’s views are not of course the reason why Hamilton-Jacobi was 

created. The usual application of it in undergraduate texts is to solve things like Kepler’s orbits for a 

single planet by doing separation of variables and differentiating, recipe-like, with respect to the 

constants that show up. So, just in case you had left that unread due to trepidation by canonical 

transformations I also write you a proof of the recipe, so that you solve some problems with it without 

canonical transformations...Ha! If one constant is energy the recipe can also be derived by skipping 

canonical transformations in a way made up by MTW in the big-black-book in an almost tongue-in-

cheek way by using stationary phase and Schrödinger’s equation instead of using only classical 

mechanics. I guess they wanted to pay tribute to Dirac’s humor when to the question of how he could 

solve some problems of classical physics very fast he answered that he would first solve them in 

quantum mechanics and then he would set h equal to zero. A standing joke, isn’t it?!, ha-ha-ha. Let’s 

make it funnier, and more serious too at the same time: Here’s an optional project for you: take a 

unitary transformation, which is the quantum generalization of a canonical transformation and in a 

sense is easier than its small h limit and check if it’s correct to expect that the formula with that series 

of terms with commutators inside commutators goes into a series with Poisson brackets inside Poisson 

brackets and then, to see if it’s useful for anything, take a book on perturbation like that great good-

old book by Nayfeh and check if it corresponds to any formula inside there. Well, I ran out of paper,  
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let the optional project we just said remain oral, if you can’t remember it afterwards just call me up. 

OH! And don’t forget to just apply the half-page’s steps not only to the action fulfilling Hamilton-

Jacobi’s equation but also to phase of the wave function fulfilling Schrödinger’s or read it in any 

book... and there you are as in all books. Where were we?...Wait: And don’t forget to assign yourself 

the following problem, just in case you haven’t since long, or to leaf Lanczos’ mechanics about it: 

Step 1: Take U equal to a constant in one half-space and to another constant in the other half-space, 

show that the trajectory of a particle of given energy breaks with a Snell-like law as it changes half-

space. Step 2: Use the Fermat principle to make that into a minimum principle Step 3: Remember how 

one also proves Snell’s law of refraction by taking  a plane wave and applying Huygens’s principle to 

it and then make a 1
st
 order PDE that corresponds to that like the wave equation corresponds plane 

wave. Is it a Hamilton- Jacobi equation with time separated out? Thus wave versus particle dilemma 

for a 1
st
 order and thus diffractionless, PDE, is not a to dilemma but an equivalence. Step 4: What 

about the case where time does not separate out? OK, so Huygens could have already gone to 

Hamilton -Jacoby without needing Lagrange or Hamilton of the interim. And Maupertuis’ action 

principle too could have been the first to have been discovered, Lagrange’s must have been more 

difficult. See Lanczos both for this and also for the order in which these really happened. And, even 

more interesting, for how Jacobi  went from Maupertuis’ to Lagrange’s form through using a 

Lagrange multiplier to treat the constraint of given energy that one uses in Maupertuis’ principle ... 

OK, where were we? What were we talking about before the Hamilton-Jacobi excursion? 

L: - That depends on what you want to say. Before the speech on classical 

mechanics we were at the speech on bibliography on linear and on non-linear wave 

mechanics and, earlier, we were at what, at least before that brainstorming, we 

considered as raison d’être of quantum mechanics, the superposition principle...  
P: - So what to talk about depends on what you consider as more interesting to 

hear? What about what I too consider interesting to hear? Remember?  
L: - Remember what? Oh! You mean what I had mentioned about a 

similarity of something you said with something written by Lenin? 

            P:- Exactly. I thought he was too busy a man to wonder about issues like ours here     

in his spare time if he had any. 
L: - Lenin in his "philosophical notebooks" trying to make a dialectical materialist 

reading of Hegel reaches a phrase like "We must assume in the fundaments of matter a 

property or relation different from the other physical interactions, a property of sensation or 

rather a property or relation of reflection or mirroring". I’ve read this somewhere in a book on 

dialectical materialism that, believe it or not, opens with as thrillingly inspiring a line as the 

following: “The history of philosophy can be given by just analyzing the way that each great 

thinker in history understood the phrase of Parmenides “tauton noein kai einai” i.e. “thinking 

and being are the same”. What did Plato make of it? Aristotle? Spinoza? Descartes? 

Malebranche? Berkeley? Kant? Hegel? Fichte? Schelling? Feuerbach? Marx?...”. Dialectical 

materialism understood that phrase, like most names above also did, in the sense meant in 

analyses of psychophysical parallelism, mind-body problem etc. Having read that Lenin line 

and then hearing you saying something going like “phenomena are as if besides the usual 

interactions of physics one more interaction exists between matter and matter, one interaction 

or influence that would rather be called "relation of observation"...”, I am getting the 

impression that the answer which dialectical philosophy gave to the problem of 

psychophysical parallelism or psychophysical paradox or dualism of matter versus, 

consciousness is very similar to complementarity and to the phrase you mentioned about  
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matter observing matter. I do not imply that physicists imitate Spinoza for complementarity of 

languages or Lenin for the "relation of observation". I know they are self-sufficient in the production 

of ways of thinking and have developed them each time the need arose from genuine problems 

indigenous to physics. If I am not mistaken –– but maybe I am since I had read it many years ago –– I 

do have the impression that its author... Oh I didn’t tell you his name: Ilyenkov; or Ilienkof , I have 

seen it written with both spellings. And the book’s title is “Dialectical Logic”. Oh: Concerning Marx 

himself, nobody else than Russell himself, check it out in his “History of Western philosophy”, was 

writing that Marx’s analysis of the mind body problem etc was not different from the one by the 

American pragmatism –– or was it instrumentalism? –– of James... Where were we?... OK, if I 

remember correctly Ilyenkov was writing somewhere ––as a response to Einstein saying that in his 

dispute with Bohr he would like to have as a referee old Baruch Spinoza –– that if Spinoza had really 

been there he would find Bohr very reasonable. Be that as it may, I do remember clearly reading in 

Ilyenkov that all great physicists have a dialectician behind them, Heisenberg had Plato, Einstein had 

Spinoza. Maybe we should add that Heisenberg had Bohr too, Bohr had himself, some people add he 

also had his compatriot Kierkegaard, Kierkegaard had Schelling, no I got it backward, it was Lessing. 

Feynman had Wheeler, Wheeler had himself, and maybe had Bohr too, we should add. And anyway 

we can with all certainty add a true but trivial observation that in matters of style or method Spinoza 

is a dialectical synthesis of the Bohr versus. Einstein dualism since he did write of complementarity 

but did it in the format of geometry, i.e. theorem –proof-theorem-proof etc etc as in a geometrical 

language...What were we saying? Oh: So there are analogies, at least superficial ones, between 

philosophy of perception and quantum mechanics of measurements. Of course analogy in ways of 

thinking does not necessarily imply, and by no means proves, any deeper relationship of these two 

problems. The two dualisms, the quantum mechanical and the one about consciousness versus matter 

,are not related right now by anything meaningful and what I was saying all along about 
 
 observation and consciousness content of several branches of the universe has nothing to do with 

Ilyenkov. Ilyenkov or Lenin or Feuerbach or Lorenz* or Spinoza or Marx and their clarification of 

objective versus subjective have a way of thinking that applies equally well to a classical or to a 

quantum mechanical objective world. I don't say the two problems are not to be related. I just say that 

right now they are as chemistry and physics before quantum mechanics. But they sit so quietly near 

each other, so not contradicting each other, unlike classical physics and chemistry, that maybe they 

won't ever have to be related. Anyway. In their ways of thinking analogies do exist.  
P: - Hearing that one attributes sensation to matter sounds as naïve as old 

anthropomorphism, and saying “observation” instead of “sensation” maybe makes it a  

 

*Konrad Lorenz encountered in one of the previous chapters of the book to which the current 

chapter  belongs (see note 1 of page 123) 
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little better, but rather than going on to face that at the level of the semantics of the 

expression “animate automaton” * maybe it’s more real to wonder about it along the 

following two components: 1) If one wanted to simulate live organisms on a computer, 

usual or analog , the most elemental level one could simulate would be a macromolecule. 

But to simulate even a simple molecule one uses toy beads standing for shapes of orbitals, 

and such beads don’t have any equations to obey like matter obeys determinism or robots 

obey programs, who can set up equations for them? Decoherence? Bohm? Brussels? Q-

potential mixes with ρ-functions? With ρ-matrices? 
 

2)Concerning the other direction that does not blame anthropomorphism for not 

being inanimate enough but blames materialism for not being anthropomorphic or 

hylozoic enough from the outset** , OK I’m not equipped to read “proofs that 

information content of data in wavefunctions evolving through Schrödinger’s 

equation from a prebiotic soup cannot  lead to the proliferation of forms encountered 

in living organisms” like R.L. Thompson’s but I can wonder if they do take into 

account the fact that already the subset of those wavefunctions that is also 

antisymmetrized and leads to shells and orbitals and thus to beads like in high school 

DNA models allegedly does contain enough information to match the same 

proliferation. OK, I know no more on Lenin. Your turn to choose subject of 

discussion. You had a list of things just before I asked you to tell me about Lenin. 
 

L: - I’d rather you told me about what you yourself consider as your favorite 

among the subject of that list? 

P: - Favorite meaning what? Interesting? Promising? Beautiful?...  
L: - Well, beautiful and esthetic sound too subjective, I mean in the sense that 

Einstein said that to demand that mechanics and electromagnetism obey the same 

relativity –– and not two different ones, Galilean and Lorentzian –– was first decided 

by him on purely esthetic grounds; but as you said Pauli considered some of the 

properties of quantum mechanics, that Einstein would consider as antiesthetic, e.g. for 

being dualistic since collapse and evolution of wavefunctions follow different rules... 

OK, Pauli would consider this as very esthetic since he called it, oh! here’s how you 

said he said it, “a genuinely novel characteristic of nature that others resisted just 

because it was so different than anything previous...  
P: - Thus?  
L: - Thus you yourself choose but you yourself also answer with what criteria 

you chose. 

P: - One of the criteria should of course be that the point spelled out about the 

chosen subject will have to be faced and used, sooner or later, by all schools of 

thought in their own ground. Another would be... 

L: - Is that all the esthetics you care about? Too pinpointable a feature you 

mentioned! 
*So here is the paragraph where note 1 of p.123 mentioned on p.96 referred.  
**e.g. google for R.L Thompson’s writings. Also for Hoyle & Wickramasinghe’s books. 
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P: - ... Another criterion would be that the object chosen does inspire love at 

first sight to both of us even for reasons neither of us can pinpoint.  
L: - Oh, excuse me for having interrupted you. So tell me about the object you 

have in mind. 

P: - Oh: Before that one, I’ve just remembered that I had skipped telling you 

which of all possible upshots I wanted us to keep out of our discussion on PDEs and 

on mechanics... 

L: - Tell me if the upshot I decided to keep is the one you had in mind:  
The ways physical trajectories –– and not paths to superpose in a Feynman integral or 

lines to draw in a Feynman diagram –– are related to PDEs are: 

1: like rays 2: like paths of singularities, bumps and kinks of non - linear equations. 

And maybe one should also add, at least for linear PDEs , the trajectories of 

wavepackets arising by superposing plane waves, but anyway these soon grow in size 

by dispersion and they hardly look like particles. Also nobody has proved that real 

particles observed in nature are bumps etc, so we remain with the fact that all particles 

we observe are rays to some Hamilton – Jacobi  equation arising as limit of some 

quantum mechanical equation in cases where the small h approximation becomes 

applicable. Correct and complete? Oh: What I’m not sure I heard right is that there are 

some problems with taking that limit in the equations of relativistic quantum 

mechanics. Technical? Interpetational? Having to do with Bohm’s school only? Apart 

from that, on which you can upgrade me, was that correct and complete? 
 

P: - Just great, just great. The only completion I want to make right now is that 

in the case of quantum mechanics –– whether relativistic or non relativistic but let’s 

stay with non-relativistic –– the physical trajectories that we do see, and not just infer 

as Bohmian rays do leading to interference, are tracks in a cloud chamber…  
L: - Oh, come on! We were talking of a much more interesting thing, paths or 

trajectories related to PDEs. Is there a real reason to ruin that? Besides, you were 

going to start on what subject you select as the doubtlessly most beautiful sequel to 

what you were describing. 

P:- ...Alpha particles emitted as spherical matter waves from nuclei are observed 

as straight tracks in the Wilson cloud chamber, and assuming that this does follow 

from Schrödinger’s equation for the alpha particle in interaction with the, say single-

electron-atoms-to-be-ionized, this means that the wave function of all that evolves to 

sums of terms that are products involving factors related to ionized atoms having 

positions lying on straight lines, and also means the collapse of the wavefunction 

happens along those terms. So the relation of the actually observable trajectories of 

particles to some equation is of the type of the relation that cloud chamber 

photographs have to the big Schrödinger equation involving the observing chamber.  
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Of course the rays to that big equation are related to that but they’re not simple 

tracks, let alone straight, sitting in 3-dimensional space to be photographed... 

L: - Admittedly they sound catchier now. 
 

P: - ...Besides the question of whether everything we ever observe is such a 

Wilson-like photograph whether still or on the photographic plate or in our memory’s 

archives, and besides the proverbial question of whether it is of any relevance that all 

things observed are a present instant’s snapshots of what involves our past too, and 

also besides the associated question of whether thoughts like “our memories of the 

past reside in our brain’s present” constitute solipsism, and whether reasonable 

persons aren’t a priori against some thoughts just because of a name e.g. “solipsism” 

but would, instead, be against solipsism because they pinpoint its error in e.g. this 

particular example, and also not making too much of the –– rather expected and really 

checked out, by great names too in this connection–– consistency of the view that 

collapse, so-to-speak sounds the same whether it happens in the cloud chamber or in 

the photographic plate or in our brain’s plate, OK, besides all that which doesn’t sound 

so spectacular, there is something really spectacular here, or catchy if I follow your 

wording. I mean we should notice, with Bell and with Barbour, that universe has a 

propensity to form records of its histories, in the sense that while so many atoms are 

waiting around the center that emits the alpha particle, once you see one ionized atom 

formed at some distance from the center, you know that you will also see already 

formed thousands of others in the line connecting to the center. Isn’t that catchy? 

Anyway...Oh: How Schrödinger’s equation leads to linear tracks in the chamber had 

been explained by Mott and by Heisenberg. What do you say? 
 

L: - That’s a good question, I mean on what of all? Let me start, or even end too, 

with the easy part: I’m sure not the kind of person who would say to even a full blown 

solipsist things like “I should shoot you in the leg with a bullet good for elephants so 

that pain awakes you to the fact that the world is not in your head”, actually the 

disproof of such a claim through pain is quite mistaken since leg-pain is in one’s brain, 

not even in the leg, since it’s felt with the other endpoint of the nerves starting in the 

leg. Aren’t some operations performed while mechanically blocking the nerve signals 

from e.g. arm to brain instead of using anesthetics? For the propensity thing I’m only 

sure I do want references, make a note of it. 
 

P: - I sure will.* 
 L: - ... Hmm... am I to also conclude that this, if relevant upon closer examination, is the example of a quintessentially, or at least inherently beautiful, issue that you would tell me? OK, admittedly if this is as nice as it first sounds then it’s something worthy love at first sight..mm..that’s ambiguous ..I mean..Hmm..You remember of course that Poincaré after proving that either all geometries were consistent or all were inconsistent, also suggested that if something in the physical  

*See PS at the end of note 4 on p.124. 
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           L:  ... Hmm... am I to also conclude that this, if relevant upon closer examination, is 

the example of a quintessentially, or at least inherently beautiful, issue that you would tell 

me? OK, admittedly if this is as nice as it first sounds then it’s something worthy love at 

first sight..mm..that’s ambiguous ..I mean..Hmm..You remember of course that Poincaré after 

proving that either all geometries were consistent or all were inconsistent, also suggested that 

if something in the physical world was explainable through Riemannian geometry then it 

could also be explained by Euclidean geometry by e.g. introducing some kind of refractive 

medium for the curving of light rays. And he ended up by saying that Euclidicity of the 

physical world just means that of all equivalent models the Euclidean is always the simplest, 

in the sense of being the most economic of all explanations; this was the version of one of the 

very founders of non-Euclidean geometries for how one should rectify Kant’s view that 

mind, so-to-speak projects-ascribes Euclidicity –– as a category or tool or organ –– to the 

world even to the degree that it is impossible for mind to see the parallels’ postulate violated. 

Yet we know that Kant’s credibility did not survive even aided by the so generous defense of 

a so independent and so influential Kantian when general relativity showed that it was not 

more economic to speak of gravity through adding corrections to Newton’s laws in flat space, 

than to speak about in terms of curved space; e.g. the corrections terms of the equivalent 

theory were found through the use of general relativity, not vice versa. I guess you see where 

I’m driving at, I mean I hope you don’t just think I changed topic just for the sake of change, 

I mean...  
P: - You mean to ask me if I know whether what I told you is something that 

makes temporal solipsism not just a version equivalent to the usual but also better, 

e.g. more economic? 

L: - Exactly. Does it? I mean do you know if it does?  
P: - Possibly it does. And what I do know is that I do want to think about 

whether it does. And since it also thrills you to think about it..doesn’t it?.., as I had 

guessed it would, I would be happy to share thinking it out with you, I mean it would 

be great fun if we studied all that together, I mean parallelly...  
L: - Therefore, I guess, the only thing we’ve left undone is to go to some notes 

about what we’ve been reading and about what we’ve been discussing. Thanks for 

the invitation you gave me and for the bibliography you’ll give me  
P: - Thanks for accepting. Let’s go to the notes you said are waiting...* 

 
 

 

*(cont’d on p. 123). See also notes 7, 8 on p.127 that have not been mentioned so far in 

the chapter being finished, but are mentioned now. Now it is finished.** 

**Also turn page for the mention of a (somewhat) different set of additional references 
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 As mentioned in color in p.95, and as will be mentioned also in color in note 1 of  the next 

page,  the current chapter is part of a book whose previous chapters have the titles that we’ll 

see in note 1. The discussion we saw between the layman and the physicist  will continue 

after  the notes these  two characters are now entering. But, as  optional reading,  a 

parenthesis on  neurophysiology will intervene*. This is related both to some things touched 

upon in the last few pages here, and to some things to be-discussed in the notes; also related 

to a sequel on a chapter on a book by the neurophysiologist  Sperry,  and a chapter on a book 

by the biologist Monod whose titles we’ll see in the next page. Since that parenthesis is a 

chapter on pages 138-150 of the wider book we are talking about, there will be a jump in 

pagination  when we resume their (the layman and the physicist’s) discussion: it will start 

from page 151 and not from page 139. 

 
*(written for physicists who want to see some review (in anthology-of-excerpts-from-bibliography 

format, that non specialists can afford to put together)  of ideas more recent than Bergson’s use of the 

data on neuronal pulses duration,  that many physicists are still content to appeal to. Readers who 

want to  see that parenthesis can go to the following  link: 
6 PARENTHESIS FROM NEUROPHYSIOLOGY A (KANDEL-IAN EDELMAN-IAN) READING OF POINCARÉ.pdf   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/6-PARENTHESIS-FROM-NEUROPHYSIOLOGY-A-KANDEL-IAN-EDELMAN-IAN-READING-OF-POINCAR%C3%89.pdf


 

 

NOTES TO CHAPTER 5 
 

1.Whether observers are something different from animate automata and whether "animate automaton" 

is a contradiction in terms, we leave to the arguments we saw in the first three chapters . They affect 

none of the paragraphs of the present chapter except one that will be mentioned when encountered.(the 

previous chapters of our book “Phantasies of the real” from where we took the present chapter were 

titled “A Platonic monolog”, “A Sperry-ian antilog”, “A reductionist antilog to the previous antilog”, 

“A Poincaré-an reading of a thesis on Plato”) 

2.Suppose that the registration of an electron passing happens through the ionization 

of some atoms it encounters close to its trajectory. Suppose Ψ1(t) was the 

wavefunction (a wavepacket) of the electron as a function of time, if no atoms 

existed in its way and H1(t) was the Hamiltonian of the free electron. Similarly 

suppose Ψ2(t) was the wavefunction of a an atom and H2(t) its Hamiltonian when the 

electron was absent. And V(1,2)is the interaction Hamiltonian. 

We have: 
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But now   we want to solve: 
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This equation does not seem to make much sense since the argument 1 in V(1,2) is not 

associated with anything anywhere else. However it makes sense in the following 

approximation : If the wavepacket of the electron is narrow, spreads little and is not 

perturbed by the interaction with the atom (electron does not deviate from its straight 

path and its uniform speed), then  1,2V means  2 1( )V r r t
 

 where 1( )r t


 is the 

position of this classical-like like electron and the last equation above is just a one-

body problem in a time dependent potential. The evolution of 2  will 
 

describe ionization etc. but the final (1,2, )t  will be factorized. If there are more atoms 

not interacting with each other but only with the electron, the argument  still  applies 

provided they do not disturb it back. 
PS: For a very interesting point by Bell and Barbour on such matters see the PS to note 4 on 
the next page. 
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3. By the time we reach this point of the presentation, one may have felt a growing 

worry and doubt, namely: "Splitting of the world in many branches just means seeing 

its wavefunction as a superposition of many orthogonal outcomes corresponding to 

matter organized in certain apparatuses with certain readings etc. Isn't it possible to 

write the same wavefunction as a decomposition along a variety of different bases, i.e 

in a variety of ways which would have the meaning that other kinds of apparatuses 

have been used, concocted out of the same matter but measuring different observables 

etc? Just a little more thought, however, shows that the superposition of terms each of 

which is the product of the wavefunctions of a spin system and of a Stern-Gerlach 

machine etc, i.e a sum involving factors related to the apparatus chosen for use and to 

the dynamics of its interaction with the observed system, is just not like the kind of 

situation where one just projects a spin state onto plus and minus states along many 

different axes. It's not even as the one where instead of a simple spin system one takes 

the states of the apparatus as a complete (in the Fourier-like sense)set. Just changing 

bases is too simple to also include something like taking the whole of matter and 

ending up describing concoctions of it into this or the other apparatus set up. The 

shape of the universe and its observers needs special Fourier sums not general Fourier 

sums equally analyzable as Fourier sums along other bases. 
 

4. “…how apparatuses can exist…” etc has already been said twice (p.99. p.103). Of 

course it means not only “how their operation is compatible with the equations of time 

evolution during an experiment” (a question that schools like e.g. Brussels’ do deal 

with) but also with how they are evolved to existence through these equations. The 

second of course sounds as hard (or hopeless) to answer as why nucleosynthesis , why 

crystal formation, why macromolecules and life and live observers. 
 

PS: maybe for some purposes, that are already very relevant, it suffices to see how 

some formations arise with enough properties to contain traces worthy of being called 

“observations” or “records” by observers as perfected as us, the “sentient” , whose 

evolution needs much more explaining. With that qualification, a question of the form 

“has the universe a propensity to make arise formations like records?” has not only 

been asked but also been given a plausible answer –– not very unlike its usual, but 

much easier, counterpart of note 2 on the previous page that was (similarly) based on 

the semiclassical nature of the situation –– through the way of thinking we saw on 

pages 120, 121 (the one that referred to the old answer by Mott and by Heisenberg to 

why spherical matter waves of alpha particles emitted by atoms lead to straight tracks 

in Wilson cloud chambers*). For these fantastic points the reader is referred to the 

fantastic chapter “Quantum Mechanics for cosmologists” of J. Bell’s “Speakable and 

Unspeakable in Quantum Mechanics” and to the fantastic chapters of J. Barbour’s 

“The End of Time” presenting Bell’s point and then suggesting how to extend it to 

quantum gravity and what would be its relevance there. We’ll return to this point in 

detail but not until much later…  
*Mott’s paper can be found in Wheeler & Zurek’s “Quantum Theory and Measurement” and 

Heisenberg’s can be found in his “The Physical Principles of the Quantum Theory”. 
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5. We have required from the physical interaction between electron and apparatus to 

be based on Coulomb forces (and not on the magnetic forces which come from the 

electron's magnetic moment) so as to avoid any influence on the electron's spin by the 

apparatus. However apparatuses do not always measure observables that commute 

with the Hamiltonian that describes the interaction of the observed system and the 

apparatus. In such cases, the observed system is not left by the measurement in an 

eigenfunction of the observable measured.(Even if it were left at some point in such an 

eigenfunction the influence of the apparatus on the observable would make it change 

its value and thus its eigenfunction. 

Such a situation, clearly, cannot lead to a t   limit state (final state) with the   
eigenfunction property*. The brief way to describe this situation is to say that such 

measurements measure the value of an observable “just before the measurement” and 

that “just after the measurement “ it does not have that value anymore because the 

measurement influenced it (e.g. consider measuring momentum by using a diffraction 

slit and seeing where a diffracted electron lands on the screen behind. Seeing where it 

lands is itself a position measurement and leaves the electron in a position 

eigenfunction. Yet, since its position on the screen can be used to find its transverse 

momentum it is also a momentum measurement measuring momentum of the electron 

just before it landed. The momentum operator does not commute with the interaction 

Hamiltonian between electron and screen (eg.Coulomb forces ionizing atoms on the 

screen) whereas the position operator commutes. 
 

*For a description of the properties of such final states see § 7 of "Quantum 

Mechanics" by Landau & Lifshitz. 
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SEQUEL 
Note 6. The two scribbled half-pages referred to in p.116 were:  
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Notes 7, 8: Before starting to step out of it, the best way to recapitulate the present 

chapter in a way that also refers to the Spinozian spirit that both ran through it (e.g. 

pages 117, 118) and connected it to the previous chapters (since already page 8…) is 

to give a reference to –– or better the whole of the first and of the last page of –– the 

admirably lucid paper by Cooper and Van Vechten who rediscovered the many-

worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics twelve years after Everett. The chapters 

for which the presentation is heading are also related to a similar perspective as will 

become clearer and clearer as we go along.  
Quite a few years ago, to speak more deeply about time one would speak either about 

Prigogine or about Wheeler. Two completely different concerns that are still different. 

Here it is not our concern to relate them, let alone “unify” them. Our concern is to only 

use one of the possible introductions –– Bergsonian and Parmenidian in spirit –– to one 

of these issues as an introduction to also the other. This becomes possible only after the 

turn given to Wheeler’s ideas by Barbour and his fellow researchers and described and 

referenced in Barbour’s 1990 book “The End of Time” . So, right after the beginning 

and end of the paper by Cooper and Van Vechten, that still belong to the initial  issue 

and not to its sequels we go to an introduction to Brussels’ school that makes the 

exposition of Barbour’s approach almost ready to start. 
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"Now we can situate ourselves more comfortably in time " 

Ilya Prigogine, Berkeley Lecture, 1981 
 

To situate Prigogine's views in their correct place in the landscape of philosophy 

and not just of physics, it is necessary to begin with an analysis of time philosophical 

in its spirit. 
 

For completeness purposes we start with a very simple review. 
 

We all know, first hand, the internal sense of time, of its passage and of its 

duration. We all know what memory is. Also we all know the time we measure with 

clocks.  
(We briefly mention that clocks do not measure something arbitrary and conventional, as a 

superficial critic of the meaningless statement "Time elapses uniformly" would think. Indeed, 

let us take the statement that from 5p.m. to 6 p.m., there elapsed a time interval equal to that 

which elapsed between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. The critic would maintain that there is no way to 

superpose the two intervals and compare them. Also he would maintain that in order to use 

some repetitive mechanism as a clock it has to be periodic and that periodicity presupposes a 

definition of equality of time intervals, so defining clocks, periodicity etc. gets us into vicious 

circles. The way out of the circle is of course the following: clocks are repetitive physical 

mechanisms which, if taken as periodic and if used to measure time intervals, find many other 

repetitive mechanisms to be periodic (e.g. if the swings of a pendulum are considered as 

periodic, then every pendulum is found periodic, many kinds of vibrations and rotations, 

including the earth's rotation around the sun are found periodic etc). Historically it was this 

"equiperiodicity" of many phenomena that suggested the idea of clocks. This is a simple 

regularity of nature and not a convention of ours. Nor is it a convention of ours that with time 

thus measured as a parameter, it became possible to discover the existence of simple laws in 

physics (e.g. laws of free fall) and to realize that there were forces that obeyed simple laws 

(and "explain" back why simplicity and equiperiodicity existed in the first place)). 
 

Is the internal sense of time identical to clock time? Related? Let us 

examine this.  
Clock time seems to be a progress in matters of precision when compared to 

subjective estimates of duration which depend on psychological factors of 

anticipation, fear etc. One would also say that the observation on our part of clocks 

and of motion in general presupposes the internal mechanism of memory since if we 

did not compare the remembered past positions of objects with their experienced 

present positions, if we only lived by snapshots of the present , we would not perceive 

motion. On the other hand, however, we can imagine, as physicists and biologists 

would tend to do, that the mechanisms of memory can conversely be based ultimately 

on the physical picture "space -clocktime-matter (motion of atoms in space)" 

(clocktime can be measured very accurately and to very fine subdivisions through 
     atomic clocks). One could also say that if we had no memory and lived by snapshots, we       
might be able to create archives of snapshots and at each moment of the present compare 

     these archives (e.g. photographs) with the present sensations and perceive motion. 

     Actually our memory is itself such an archive since at all times, whether we like it or 

     not, we live in a present and we compare the present external snapshot with the present 
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internal snapshots which we call past and which our memory submits to us at each point 

of time, at each present.  
   After these preliminaries that could well go without saying, let us 

proceed into a, somewhat Bergsonian in its spirit, analysis of the nature 

of time.  

    Physics seeks behind phenomena mathematical laws that relate the 

positions (and velocities) of bodies in one snapshot of the world with 

the corresponding positions (and velocities) in a different snapshot very 

close in time (infinitesimally close). And by use of such laws it starts 

from the present snapshot to make predictions about the future (e.g. 

future positions of planets) or to explain (or "post-dict") past snapshots. 

Thus in physics the world breaks into many snapshots each of which 

contains the position of the pointer of some clock. Laws of physics just 

state that if a snapshot exists with such and such positions and 

velocities of its molecules and a clock pointer at 5 p.m., then the 

snapshot with clock pointer at 7 p.m. will have such and such positions 

and velocities of its molecules. (Or, if we like, we can state that given 

two snapshots we can find out whether it is possible for the one of them 

to evolve from the other and how long it will take). But nothing in this 

picture of things forces us to say that the snapshot of 6 p.m. happened 

between the ones at 5 p.m. and 7 p. m. "Between" is only a concept on 

the axis of the time parameter. Up to here for "between" we have not 

seen any experimentally observable meaning. Of course such a picture 

of things differs a lot from the certainty we feel in our experience that 

the events at 6 p.m. "intervened", "were realized before the ones at 7 

p.m." etc. Of course this happens because we remember the past. And 

just because our memory archive gives at each present an internal 

image of all "previous" snapshots our perception of world and time 

does not seem as a set of disconnected snapshots. The snapshot of 7 

p.m. contains an internal image for the snapshots of 5:30, 6, 6:30, 6:45 

p.m. etc. A physicist would only worry, after this, about the 

understanding in the framework of dynamics (which is reversible) of 

memory processes (which are irreversible). 

Yet something must still be wrong with the breaking of the world into 

snapshots. We have managed to interpret change through the presence of an 

eternal "present at each time" which contains (still as a present) internal 

images called "past". That explains OK why this present does not jump from 

the snapshot called 5 p.m. to the snapshot called 7 p.m. (if it did jump, then, 

if we were in the 7 p.m. snapshot which contains all the chain from 5 p.m. to  

7 p.m. in its memory, we would not be able to feel that anything  jumped) . 

Yet what prevents this present from immobilizing itself forever at 5 p.m.? 

The answer of a physicist who would start to become versed in this 
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casuist's* language would be as follows :  
1) The world does not ask us. It rolls and we find its laws. That we considered 

as laws of physics the laws that correlate snapshots was our  problem , not the 

world’s. If our formulation makes meaningful a question like “why the world 

does not stop rolling?”, it just means that we should change our formulation or 

that we should add, as an extra law, that time keeps rolling and does not stop. 

2)That the laws of physics in their formulation contain not just positions but 

also velocities which are (in a limit sense) differences of positions in different 

(and, in a limit sense, successive) snapshots means that even an instantaneous 

snapshot inherently contains its change. (Due to considerations of velocities, 

change is inherent in the concept of instant, “the concept of instant contains 

contradictions which make it fall out of itself and roll like a bicyclist who needs 

to run in order not to fall”. Formulation s like these, so much reminding Zeno’s 

paradoxes, have actually appeared in the books by philosophers of the last 2 -3 

centuries. 3) In quantum mechanics where the wavefunction evolves through a 

first order equation, thus without velocity-like entities appearing in the  

Ψ-snapshot, it also happens that given the wave function of the universe we do 

not necessarily have the consciousness content of the universe **. So answer 2) 

above is not automatically canceled by quantum mechanics. Answer 2) shows 

in effect that we are not absolutely compelled to leave physics behind and base 

consciousness on concepts that are not instantaneous (e.g. we do not have to 

follow Bergson in concluding that “the "spatial time" of physics is a void 

abstraction because the neuronal  pulse has a finite duration below which we 

cannot intuit time even in principle”). 

Yet, even after such a reasonable answer, our casuist objector who would 

start to become versed in our physicist’s language, would insist: if the course of 

the world is reversed by inverting all velocities at 7 p.m. and the world 

starts moving to its new future which is successively 6:30 p.m., 6 p.m., 5:30 

p.m. etc, then, when we reach the 5p.m. snapshot what will our impression 

about the world be? Well, if the world really retraces its history then at 5 p.m. 

we should really feel and think what we used to think at 5 p.m. of regular time 

when we still had not reached 7 p.m. and nobody had made history bounce 

back. Since at "5 p.m. regular" we had memories of 4 p.m., 3 p.m. etc we 

would again have those memories. 

 

* Whether exactly or not, this term is used here in the sense of characterizing someone 

who tries to save too much through changing too little (and mostly changes the names 

of things or processes, nothing more vital). 

**See Everett, or the presentation in the chapter right now reaching its end; or, even 
better, see the paper by L.N. Cooper and D.Van Vechten of which we saw the first and 
the last page three pages ago. 
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So during the retracing of history we are going to remember our new future, 

not our new past. Unless it makes a great difference that the particles in our 

brains now assume the same positions as they used to have in the regular course 

but with inverted velocities*. 

Is it possible that this difference flips consciousness back to what is expected? 

(if  by "expected" we consider people really remembering how they got out of 

tombs to end up in wombs; even if the flip could make them read and feel their 

memory archives backward how would they do it at 5 p.m.? No memory 

archive "death...5 p.m." exists to read whether forward or backward. Only a 

memory archive "birth...5 p.m.” exists. Inverting velocities wouldn’t rewrite 

archives!) 

If this difference does not save the situation then we are obliged to conclude that the 

people, who are going backwards 7 p.m., 6 p.m., 5 p.m. etc. have no way of knowing it. 

Everything to them looks regular like going 5 p.m., 6 p.m., 7 p.m. etc. For a layman this is 

very disconcerting: "How can a man at 6p.m. remember his future(which will happen at 

5p.m. or 4p.m.)? His future is, by definition, what has not yet happened. It’s still 

inexistent.  How can something inexistent, e.g.  a future event, affect him?"** 

A physicist is not very bothered by this since, after all, the molecules of one's 

brain in a state of such detailed coordination (as the one destined to realize a chain of 

"future" events that "we" already know) might really be unusually fixed up and have 

lively premonitions of "future" (on which they focus) and complete amnesia of the 

"past" (on which they do not focus). 

A philosopher would be bothered however by the question “who is that 

"we" who already knows the future and exists in addition to the participants of 

the world, and considers the inverted state as an artificially fixed up state?”. 

The philosopher would prefer to conclude that the chain of events 5,6,7 (p.m) etc 

and the chain of events 7,6,5 (p.m.) etc. which look the same to the participants of the 

events, are not two chains miraculously indistinguishable but one and the same chain; 

and that something is wrong with physicists who have departed from the “obviousness 

of the phenomenology” (in the Husserl -ian sense, not in the lab sense!) into void 

concepts of spatial (clock) time and unintuitive chains of disconnected snapshots. 
 

Admittedly the casuist objector has worked up some spirits really 

effectively and most annoyingly. 

 
*Of course the brain’s molecules should be treated quantum mechanically not classically. 

See also the remarks of p.119 on the beads of toy models of macromolecules. 
**PS: This “layman’s”, “naïve” etc question is of course also posed by the mental habits of 
chemists, biologists , historians, … and even of physicists (not only in their everyday layman 
part of life or when they think chemistry, biology , history etc but even some of the times they 
think physics but are not writing equations). We will return to this quite soon (in this very page 
actually) but, as an introduction, see chapter 3 pages 58-62 for more details on the contrast of 
the above two different mental habits , through the example of the word “cause” as used by 
different disciplines. The footnote after next will be the analysis through the example of the 
words “existent” and “not yet existent” as used in everyday life. Also compare the use of the 
“function” in those pages with “functioning” in p.5   
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It will not be of any help to appeal to Kant and say that time is not a 

parameter but a category, in other words that at each moment our spirit classifies 

its present images into past, present and future (roughly into internal- and-

certain, external, internal -and-uncertain, or, respectively, memories, sensations, 

anticipations (and guesses) . For brevity we made a very rough separation; e.g. 

"present" refers not only to external but also to internal images) . This may be 

right. Our spirit does do that. But this does not mean that our spirit is responsible 

for the existence of the differences through which it classifies images in the three 

temporal sets. (Also it does not explain what physiological mechanism is  used 

by spirit to do these functions but maybe this is a very reductionist question. At 

any rate we are not concerned with it here *). Nothing in the above really 

answers what exactly the man in the world of reversed time will consider as 

“already having existed and thus capable of acting on him” **. 

Finally one answer that is logically impeccable for a philosopher, for a 

logician, and for a practical man, is the following naive and simple 

statement: 

“Since we are willing to accept without a "why?" the fact that a parameter 

called "time" exists with all the properties of clocktime, since we say that we 

accept what we have not ourselves made but have ready -made in nature, why 

not just accept the remaining property of time, its division in past and future, 

why not just consider it equally given, granted, "found in nature"? Why not 

attribute it to time itself as a property belonging to that abstract notion? Why try 

to reduce it to properties of dynamical systems evolving in clock time?” 
 

At this point a physicist will protest: 

“I wouldn’t explain away the peculiarity of the law of increase of entropy 

like that. It is still a disconcerting dichotomy that mechanics of a few particles is 

reversible and mechanics of many particles is irreversible. Unless you are 

willing to consider that macroscopic bodies are not just sets of many particles. 

And that they add something airy, or rather non -material to them. Maybe you 

are willing to think like that if I judge by the airiness of causal factors contained 

in abstract notions or whatever it was that you said. Isn’t it like invisible angels 

pushing planets? .. Hmm.. OK, I admit physics is full of such angels if you look 

from another level of explanation, e.g. planets are pushed by forces obeying 

Newton’s law of gravitation but who makes the laws keep being obeyed if not 

invisible angels? Sorry, continue”. 
 
*PS: But the whole of the next chapter will be devoted to those things. 

**PS: In the above connection, it’s worth giving, at some point, some thought to the confusing results 

of at least three non-identical uses of the terms “existent” , “not yet existent”, and “event”: in classical 

physics it is the proverbial “intersection of two worldliness” , the collision of two point particles, and 

one is left asking why the manifold used as void where no collision happens is called “spacetime of 

events” and if these should be able to affect anything, or if they’re potential, or if potential events 

affect too, etc. In quantum physics events are clicks, collapses that leave many wavefunction-branches 

empty and one actualized. In biology (p.58-62) and in most of everyday speech, things affect through 

function based on shape, not directly through interaction, and one cannot perform some functions 

before “becoming” fit to; the discourse on becoming versus being continues both in different and in 

identical senses from Aristotle & Plato to Monod, Prigogine… 
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And the philosopher will continue: 

“Please! My fault. And so very kind of you to ignore the fact that you could 

have pushed me a little more on the airiness issue since what I was saying was 

doubly airy. Those angels could have pushed the molecules of a gas to impose 

Newton’s laws, and if as a result entropy did increase then only one airiness, the 

angels’ own, was enough, while if I wanted the angels too to be airy then I 

needed a second airiness. I do appreciate it you didn’t point that out to me...” 
 

“You made all that up right now? I do appreciate it; I’m impressed 

actually. My line was easy and commonplace...” 

“Of course I had thought of it earlier. As you will see I was coming to that; 

but from a somewhat more serious direction, on the same issue. Now let’s get 

serious and go on: OK, let me distinguish clearly two things about which I was 

really confusing: Take the law of entropy increase: "Entropy increases as time 

progresses". I can understand your concern about the difficulty of explaining 

entropy increase from reversible mechanics. And do go on studying that. But 

distinguish this problem from what it is that makes time "progress". You say 

that entropy was higher at a later instant. How do you know that it was a later 

instant? How do you tell later from earlier? Through “later having "memory" of 

earlier”, you will answer. Well, my proposal is to just attribute laterness and 

earlierness to time itself, to the abstract time itself. To say that time really exists 

no matter how airy it seems, that laterness and earlierness really exist. Although 

they're not as tangible as the objects, they have tangible effects e.g. what has not 

yet existed, future that is, cannot affect us. Doesn't this make laterness real 

enough to you? So what you call causality is for me the proof that the time 

arrow exists. Why do you not take this as an additional axiom of nature? 

Why try to derive it from mechanics of many particle systems? Why don't you 

say that this internal sensation of ours corresponds to our touch with something 

real instead of trying to see it in terms of clock time ? Isn't clock time something 

equally airy ? Why do you take that as real and not take as real the time arrow 

too which is even more real ? Are you afraid it's going to be a redundant axiom 

if it's reducible to the others? Are you afraid it's going to be an axiom that 

contradicts the other axioms ? How could it ever contradict them if both this 

axiom and the other axioms are encountered on the real objects of the real 

world? Of course if it contradicted them, it would just mean that one of the 

axioms at least was not a real description of the objective world. But why always 

blame the time arrow axiom ? Why are the other axioms less suspect ? After all, 

it is an everyday experience that we run into every minute. Don't tell me that 

entropy increase explains memory through irreversibility. The way I see it, the 

word "increase" does not have any meaning without us having an arrow in our  
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internal time already” *. 

Maybe at this point our philosopher who has started to sound more Husserlian than 

Bergsonian has made the physicist admit that the second law of thermodynamics does not 

have the fact that we remember states of lower rather than of higher entropy as an immediate 

corollary. The fact that we remember the past rather than the future had started to look 

uncanny already after the last attack of the casuist who imagined a thought experiment 

involving velocity inversion of our brain molecules. 
 

Let us now think a little like Darwinists (curiously (maybe), our Darwinist argumentation 

will run for a while parallel with one Heideggerian way of thinking). One could think that 

evolution found it advantageous, or at least easier to effect, to make the brain remember states 

of lower entropy. But such suggestions do not sound convincing. What is more convincing is 

that evolution has evolved organs which make the past become present to us (i.e. memory 

archives) in order to help survival**; e.g. bringing to the present as an  internal image the 

immediately previous positions of an animal and comparing it with the present we can estimate 

its direction and speed and run away from its purposes or conversely run after it for our own 

purposes. Or a dog can estimate in such a way where a steak will be heading and know how to 

jump and catch it (of course these are macroscopic expressions of much more elemental 

cellular and neuronal "willful" actions that evolution has built up little by little since our time 

of amoeba -life etc).This seems like a very good reason for having archive -organs. Yet it has 

no bearing on explaining past and future; evolution could find it even more advantageous if it 

could create predictor -organs too. Organs that could make present and lively the immediately 

future position of an animal. The reason that it has not created them (and thus we need 

computers to do that) is that it was more difficult than creating memory archives. 
 

And the reason for this difficulty is of course that “future is what has not yet existed and 

so it cannot directly affect us and can only be predicted by calculation”. So we cannot beg this 

question away***. 

               After all of the above we can safely admit with Bergson and Prigogine that  

       “something is the problem with time”.  
 

*PS: Of course it’s worth wondering if the footnotes of the page before previous rid this 

philosopher, or his interlocutor, of the above questions. Would the philosopher, after listening to the 

reductionist of chapter 3, nag him with the usual accusations against reductionists ? (e.g. that they 

are just based on a mere research program that is unfalsifiable and unverifiable because it takes 

literally infinite time, and allows the reductionists themselves too, very little freedom to make more 

than verbal changes in their ideas)  
**In the bibliography written by physicist and information theorists the present author has heard 

(PS: That only means by the early 80s) only of Everett speculating about an evolutionary reason for 

the existence of the faculty for perceiving past and future (Everett quoted by Wheeler in a 

conference where Wheeler, Hoyle, Chandrasekhar and others were talking and their talk was tape - 

recorded and published. The author cannot recall at all publisher, title etc) 

***.(By the way, the reason we call this analysis Heideggerian is that elemental and cellular movements that 

make the past or the future lively to the present in order to estimate how to attack a piece of food are examples 

of concern (sorge) in the face of death which make the dimensions of time (past, present, future) ex-ist (=step 

out of themselves and into each other). Thus the Heideggerian analysis of time still leaves us in the dark about 

the nature of the clearcut difference of past from future) 
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Now after giving up on explaining in an easy way memory and the arrow 

of our internal time, let us go to the other question, from which we tentatively 

separated it, the question of entropy increase. 

As well known this question has led mathematicians of the very first rank to 

the discovery of the so called ergodic theory.  
But already in around 1940, Krylov (as already mentioned near the start of 

this chapter) noted that the sawtooth entropy curve which was always 

mentioned in accounting for the (experimentally discovered) second law of 

thermodynamics through ergodic properties, was not enough to explain the 

exponential approach to equilibrium, the existence of a relatively small 

relaxation time (see "Works on the Foundations of Statistical Physics", Krylov, 

Princeton Series in Physics).  
If a physicist wants to go beyond the "naive" solution that the philosopher gave to 

the problem of why internal time has built -in irreversibility (we remind that the 

philosopher considered time to objectively have the qualities of future and past and not 

have them as appearances explainable through reduction to mere clock time), then he 

must either find some irreversible mechanism within dynamics that would make the 

universe evolve from past to future (whether this mechanism came through violating 

time reversal invariance in the elementary particle level or through a general 

relativistic description of the cosmological level, the physicist would also have to find 

a bridge from the existence of the cosmic time arrow to the level of biological 

evolution, the creation of memory mechanisms etc) or find a new argument in favor of 

observing irreversibility in just one (very extended) region of the universe around us 

or accept Boltzmann's old interpretation of the second law (and consider that the order 

we see in astronomically large regions around us is a gigantic fluctuation but also 

forget Krylov's counterarguments to Boltzmann) or find a superselection rule that 

would have one class of initial conditions evolving "from past to future" and another 

class of initial conditions evolving "from future to past" (like the past -future 

symmetric Maxwell's equations accept solutions that are purely retarded, and solutions 

that are purely advanced). Then he would really have explained the naïve axiom that 

would have been only inferred by the philosopher. 

Prigogine claims that the Brussels’ school has done exactly that. The 

discovery of such a supeselection rule (and what’s more without the appeal to 

cosmological or elementary level. So there is no additional problem of coupling 

this superselection rule to the level of biology and of ourselves)  
              ............................... 
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The dialog that we’ll now see between the layman and the physicist whom  we saw in so 

many of the pages so far, will be paginated not starting from p.139 but from p.151. The 

reason for that was explained in detail right after  p.122.  The intervening additional 

bibliography and acknowledgments for that will be given in footnotes along the dialog 

itself…* 

 

 

 

 
*Here let’s only give links where one can find chapters with pages 1-29, 30-57, 58-62, 63-90, 91-137, 

138-150, 151-… , of the book “Phantasies of the real”** from which the chapter in hands was taken 

1 A (PLATONIC…TIPLERIAN) MONOLOG.pdf 
2 A (…SPERRY-IAN…)ANTILOG.pdf 
3 A (REDUCTIONIST) ANTILOG TO THE ANTILOG ABOVE.pdf 
4 A (POINCARÉ-AN) READING OF A THESIS ON PLATO.pdf    

5 PARENTHESIS FROM PHYSICS A (RATHER ORTHODOX) READING  OF  THE “MANY 

WORLDS” IDEA.pdf 

6 PARENTHESIS FROM NEUROPHYSIOLOGY A (KANDEL-IAN EDELMAN-IAN) READING 

OF POINCARÉ.pdf  

5
+
. A SEQUEL TO CHAPTER 5’s PARENTHESIS FROM PHYSICS.pdf  

  

 

**An expression paraphrasing Martin Buber’s expression “imagining the real” (the ph- in place of F- 

indicating the role of philosophical argumentation in phantasizing instead of fantasizing***) 

***Another, possibly more frequent, expression for such phantasies is “Borges-ian labyrinths”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/1-A-PLATONIC...TIPLERIAN-MONOLOG.pdf
http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/2-A-%E2%80%A6SPERRY-IAN...ANTILOG.pdf
http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/2-A-%E2%80%A6SPERRY-IAN...ANTILOG.pdf
http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/2-A-%E2%80%A6SPERRY-IAN...ANTILOG.pdf
http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/3-A-REDUCTIONIST-ANTILOG-TO-THE-ANTILOG-ABOVE.pdf
http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/4A-POINCAR%C3%89-AN-READING-OF-A-THESIS-ON-PLATO.pdf
http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/6-PARENTHESIS-FROM-NEUROPHYSIOLOGY-A-KANDEL-IAN-EDELMAN-IAN-READING-OF-POINCAR%C3%89.pdf
http://asidestofromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/6-PARENTHESIS-FROM-NEUROPHYSIOLOGY-A-KANDEL-IAN-EDELMAN-IAN-READING-OF-POINCAR%C3%89.pdf


 

 

A SEQUEL TO CHAPTER 5’s PARENTHESIS FROM PHYSICS 

 

(The layman whom we first saw in p.105 sent an e-mail to the physicist (whom we also first 

saw in p.105) going , approximately, like “…Thanks again for the pdfs etc you sent me some 

time ago; except for the one on Whitham, I did read most of them as best as I could afford to 

read them, especially the ones that you forwarded me from your  friend that both you and 

your coauthor were also grateful to in those pages that also contained printouts of the two 

handwritten half- pages you had given me when we were talking about Everett-Wheeler’s 

theory (and Bohm’ etc; oh! thanks for both of the Bohm-Hiley articles! Afier them I also 

bought their book; also Holland’s related book. You sure have read both. And even more 

carefully  I  read the pdf your friend  sent you on the passage of time. As a very small,  but 

very grateful,  repayment in kind I send you the following link  

https://hsm.stackexchange.com/questions/6032/how-did-newton-explain-his-interference-

rings-without-wave-optics  

which I found while fumbling with some of your pdfs that I liked very much. Whenever you 

have  time to discuss  some questions I have, please drop me a line…”)* 
 

… 

    Layman:-So, in effect, what your handwritten notes you gave me as  help to  skip canonical 

theory, say is that  (he unfolds  a page he takes out of his pocket puts it on the table of the café 

they’re in and writes:) if S solves 
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, as plain an exercise in vector calculus…  

    Physicist:-Correct. 

    L:-… as proving that if a vector is the gradient of a scalar then its curl is zero. Thus…  

    P:-Correct. 
 

*Let’s not forget to mention which pdfs etc  all of these friends were grateful about and to whom that 

gratitude was addressed; and what was the pdf on Whitham. 

The paper characterized as especially interesting above was the following: 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1208.2611v4 

Spacetime and the passage of time, by George F. R. Ellis, Rituparno Goswami ) 

Equally  fascinating and illuminating  were  the books  

The Genesis of Feynman Diagrams by Adrian Wüthrich 

Discrete or Continuous?, by Amit Hagar  

https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.01421  

Struggling with the continuum  by John C. Baez 
 

For all of the above these  friends were grateful, like we ourselves too, are  to  Dimitris Sardelis  

(just google with  researchgate sardelis) 
 

Equally grateful we, and our friends too, are to him for bringing us to contact with the archive of 

projects of Alex Blum and his collaborators, as a sample of which we mention here the following:  

The state is not abolished, it withers away: How quantum field theory became a theory of scattering  

(https://pitp.phas.ubc.ca/confs/7pines2014/talks/Blum_7pines.pdf) 
  

The Bohm-Hiley articles were:  

https://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~mdt26/local_papers/bohm_hiley_kaloyerou_1986.pdf  

http://www.numdam.org/article/AIHPA_1988__49_3_287_0.pdf 
 

The pdf on Whithan was: Averaged  Lagrangians as an alternative ending chapter.pdf 

(from toy models in ODEs to toy models in field theory via fluid mechanics) 
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https://hsm.stackexchange.com/questions/6032/how-did-newton-explain-his-interference-rings-without-wave-optics
https://hsm.stackexchange.com/questions/6032/how-did-newton-explain-his-interference-rings-without-wave-optics
https://arxiv.org/abs/1208.2611v4
https://arxiv.org/search/gr-qc?searchtype=author&query=Ellis%2C+G+F+R
https://arxiv.org/search/gr-qc?searchtype=author&query=Goswami%2C+R
https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.01421
https://pitp.phas.ubc.ca/confs/7pines2014/talks/Blum_7pines.pdf
https://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~mdt26/local_papers/bohm_hiley_kaloyerou_1986.pdf
http://www.numdam.org/article/AIHPA_1988__49_3_287_0.pdf
http://www.fromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Deftero-pdf.pdf
http://www.fromeulertoperturbation.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Deftero-pdf.pdf
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    P:-Correct.  

    L:-… 
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 is the equation that results if one takes the equation 
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  ,  sets /ReiS    with R,S  real, and sets equal the real parts of 

LHS and RHS. Had one set equal their  imaginary  parts and multiplied both sides with R one 

would have also found a conservation equation like 2 2( ) 0R div R v
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. Correct? 

    P: (as if waking from  a quick nap) 

    -Most true! I would sign it with my eyes closed.  

    L:-Most true, too! 

    P:-Please go ahead; all’s fine; that’s why I shifted to the automatic mode. 

    L:-By the conservation  equation, if a beam incident on a screen with two slits  is prepared 

with its particles obeying the psi-star-psi probability rule, then the same rule will be obeyed 

after its passage  through the slits and will lead  to trajectories that will create  interference 

fringes and are as  complicated as the familiar photos show because of the 
2 2

2

R

m R





 term in 

the potential , i.e. the so called “quantum  potential” . But… 

    P:-Most true, most true. 

    L:-… if one asks why the psi-star-psi probability rule was obeyed in the first place , in the 

uniform incident beam, then the explanation  is somewhat harder and Bohm has made an 

analysis of the beam-preparation   stage, including the ejection of its electrons from a metal, 

its collimation etc and, if I understood correctly, it takes some juxtaposition of the many-body 

analog of the above analysis of the beam with the  one-body analysis  of its particles to reach 

a justification, which sounds more like statistical physics of the classical physics type than of 

the quantum physics type. Right?..Correct?..Most true? 

    P:-..Is that the part  which you wanted to ask me questions about? Of course that one 

cannot be written down as fluently as on a page on the table of a café. Why didn’t we meet  in 

the house of either of us where we both have Bohm and Hiley’s book in our libraries. Or you 

could have brought their book along coming here, or could have told me and I would have 

brought Bohm’s early papers , where he has a longer , H-theorem-like, analysis of this 

point… 

    L:-My main question is related   to that part, OK, but it’s not that part itself, otherwise I 

would have brought it along. 

    P:- Please go ahead. Excuse me for interrupting. 

    L:-It’s me who interrupted you. Sorry. So I go on. Is it correct or is it just my own 

impression through my limitations of what I can afford to read off it, that the paper on space-

time and the passage of time, referring to things like the “EBUmodel of the universe etc**, 

“EBU for evolving block universe”,  considers  that if we consider probabilities to be primary   
 

*The famous photos easily google-able with e.g. two slit Bohm photos 

**https://arxiv.org/abs/1208.2611v4 
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all the way down to the fundamental scale  rather than derived by complexity and applicable 

only when sufficiently well sized objects enter the picture  then we solve more philosophical 

questions  than we create?  

    P:- If you mean philosophical questions like for example whether philosophers who 

consider time reversal paradoxes like a pseudo-problem might have a point, I think you’re 

right*. 

    L:-I mean both what you say now and what the pages you sent me on Whitham’s methods 

say near their end, if I have correctly understood that despite the similarity of guidance  

equations like 
S

v
m







 with guidance equations for the bumps of non-linear equations there 

are no models of that sort that lead to quantum  potential too, they only lead to Newton-like 

analogs, or to Maxwell-like ones. But of course talking about probability as fundamental is 

even beyond that, it’s going in the Nelson-like direction of some stage of Bohm and of  

Bohm and Hiley, right? 

    P:-You’re mostly correct but don’t hurry too much towards  relativistic case like the 

Maxwell-like; Bohm-like ideas are notoriously problematic in that aspect… 

    L:-That’s exactly where I’m hurrying to.  

    P:-Oh; go ahead, let me not interrupt you.  

    L:-You didn’t; I did. Was it about non-relativistic models that you wanted to add 

something?  

    P:-No it was about a timing issue; and about a reference  addition too. 

    L:-…so go ahead. 

    P:-Oh yes; there are two things: 1) The paper you mentioned  was 2012. I don’t know if 

you consider this as too recent or too old but there’s also a paper of the current  year 

considering that maybe one shouldn’t want to escape stochastic considerations like the 

Nelson-Bohm  ones that you mentioned; that old analysis about the physics of beam 

preparation maybe won’t do. 

     L:-…did you already say two things, or there’s another coming? 

     P:-Oh;2)That 2018 paper was written by Hiley. I would have mailed it to you yesterday 

that I received it if I knew you were  tuned to that direction, and we would be discussing it 

today. Just google  with Feynman’s paths and weak values   

     L:-Great! Thanks! I’ll google it first things when I get home.  How do you come across 

such things?  

     P:-I receive them from a friend who does. 

     L:-The same friend from whom you forwarded me the other papers and whom you 

thanked in those pages on the Feynman and Hibbs exercise? Dimitris Sardelis? 

     P:-Yes, Dimitris Sardelis.  

     L:-And how does he come across such things? 

     P:-Through researchgate  

     L:-And how come you don’t use researchgate? 

     P:-It would be redundant. 

     L:-Why is it redundant? You use so much stuff from there? 

     P:-I said it would be redundant; redundant  for me to join. If Dimitris did not exist it would 

not be. 

     L:-And why it’s not the other way around? Or you change places on alternate years and 

now it’s Dimitris’ turn? 

     P:-That would be our policy if our interests merely overlapped; but they don’t do that. 

Mine are a very small subset of his. If it was the other way around we would reverse the  
 

*Questions like page 134’s and its ftn** 
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policy. 

     L:-Why did you choose that policy? Is it something like the policy that the longest talker 

pays the drinks in a café?  

     P:-Hahaha! What a great incentive to brevity! But the reason we chose it was that the 

notifications by research gate  on papers related to one’s interests  would be very insufficient 

for Dimitris if they only responded to my ones. 

     L:-Now I see. For a moment I thought it had something to do with your fascination with 

master Miyiaki featuring in “The karate kid” 

     P:-So you have read those perturbation pages I sent you that referred to his “wax on , wax 

off” teaching methods?  

     L:-I even applied their moral to  the reading of the so called “overforcus’ on  problems 

with real many slabs   

     P:-And how does that moral relate to the researchgate policy  between my friend and 

myself? 

     L:-Ralph Macchio had asked Miyaki what belt he had and he had answered J.C.Penneys. 

So the flash that dawned on me did not refer to the moral of the teaching method but to the 

either the modesty or the arrogance of that  stance or of the imitation of it…   

     P:-You call that a flash? For my speed that’s a whole quarter’s  project. Was there 

bibliography to it too? 

     L:-Diogenes the cynic had once  said to Plato who was passing by: “Plato, your  arrogance 

shows off through  your expensive clothes” and Plato answered him “While your  arrogance 

leaks through the holes of your rags” 

     P:-So how many centuries old was Diogenes when he said his much more famous answer 

to Alexander the Great who was passing by? 

     L:-Oh! You’re right! I meant Antisthenes the cynic, not Diogenes the cynic.   

     P:-Oh! I was wrong suspecting it didn’t all come to you in a single flash! With such 

bibliography such speed is explainable. 

    Both L,P (in unison): -Where were we?  

    P:-You were hurrying to tell me about non problematic relativistic Bohm models. 

    L:-Don’t take some more preamble as non-hurrying. 

    P:-I didn’t even take the detour from master Miyaki to the cynics of classical antiquity as 

such non hurry. But I myself am in a hurry! Hurry to hear! Not to finish hearing!  But hearing 

a preamble, if it makes me better understand your point, is equally desirable. Especially  if 

your preambles are always  as educational  as your detours, in which case I would only worry 

if they are more edifying than your main point. Please go ahead. I’m listening. 

    L:-If you enjoy my preambles that much then I’d better start with a pre-pre-amble that 

could also have served as a pre-amble to a point that I skipped in the discussion of how the 

psi-star-psi probability rule is established…at some point it touches on the proverbial high 

school  question on the laws of Ohm and of Kirchhoff and of how i=V/R can also be written 

as j E
 

. I mean the question “How come i is the same all along the wire, for any shape of 

wire? What kind of static charges can lead to a tangential electric field  that  is the same along 

the wire? And if the electric field is not like that, then how does j E
 

  lead to an  i that is 

uniform in order not to violate charge conservation? The answer being, of course, that  as 

long as it is not uniform it leads to differences in i that imply that more charge enters some 

places than come out so accumulations  of charge are created that do not stop being created 

until uniformity is established; and if one also asks whether the fact that accumulations  will 

stop only after uniformity is established proves  that they will have to be established, then one 

will also have to appeal to some irreversible mechanism like Joule heating… 
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    P:-You could have become a good instructor of physics. Who talked you into  specializing 

in humanities instead? 

    L:-My instructor  of physics in high school when he heard my answer to his suggestion of  

the same. 

    P:-What? I mean what had you answered  him? 

    L:-That my only reason for studying  physics was that it was a kind  of poetry and music 

that I could participate in, because in poetry and music as such, that  were my real loves,  I 

had absolutely no clue as to where  I could start from in order to join, and I only knew that I 

greatly enjoyed them  ready made.   

    P:-And what did he answer to that? 

    L:-That I should find my way to what I really love and not to the next best, if next best is 

physics, because it  takes so much dedication   that  if  I don’t enjoy every minute of it I’ll 

feel lost in it and will regret ever joining it. 

    P:-A simple and common saying about physics, yet no less wiser as an advice for life, by 

that! 

    L:-Where were we? 

    P:-At the end of a pre-preamble to the preamble to non problematic relativistic Bohm 

model, if I’m not mistaken. 

    L:-Thanks for reminding not to skip the preamble. So: We did agree, that there are   

advantages too  in considering that probabilities are primary and not derived by complexity? 

    P:-Suppose we do. Then what? Does our agreement on that help us find any probability? 

    L:-Do we also agree there would be even more advantages if branchings like those of 

Everett-Wheeler-…could happen  at scales much more elementary than macroscopic devices? 

    P:-Depends on what you mean “could” ; who would want to wonder why branchings wait 

for whole big devices to evolve? But who would want  to project to individual electrons any  

properties of the classical realm?! It would sounds like almost anthropomorphic delusion 

and... 

    L:-And , also, like one would prefer branching to collapses , as having more hopes to  

avoid non localities, who would not want  branching at elemental level to  escape non 

localities even better? Is that what you were preparing to add? 

    P:-Maybe I was. But now that I heard it I prefer not to add it. What are you driving at? I 

hope your preamble doesn’t go all the way to EPR! Will it? Will you make me want to 

emulate Hawking’s famous use of Goebel’s line each time he hears of Schrödinger’s cat? 

    L:-If  from now on I do stick to real arguments,  can you too stick to real counteraguments? 

    P:-That’s  a deal. Does that also mean  preamble’s over? 

    L:-Depends on whether you find it reasonable enough for us right now, from where we are,  

to start wondering  if a guidance formula like Bohm’s or de Broglie’s could be applied not to 

velocities of particles on trajectories but on probabilities of which branch to choose. If you 

need more convincing  then let’s continue the preamble.       

    P:-I did read, but only hurriedly, the link you sent me on how Newton explained his rings, 

so something does sound familiar  hearing you say that*.  Didn’t that link passingly mention 

de Broglie’s guidance formula?      

    L:-Oh! To me that link sounded familiar because I did read, but only in a hurry, your  own 

reference to Newton’s fits of reflections and refraction somewhere in the slab pages you had 

sent me. 

    P:-So you’re asking if in the corpuscular theory of light,   instead of having fits of 

reflection interpolated by fits  of refraction , we can have probabilities of each corpuscle  
 

*See https://hsm.stackexchange.com/questions/6032/how-did-newton-explain-his-interference-rings-

without-wave-optics  
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being reflected or refracted, and have these probabilities determined by the wave theory of  

light…And since by osmosis, through even popularized science,  you do know that there is  

already an up to date  theory on all that , called “quantum optics” , therefore you’re asking 

something else…Am I on a right track?  And of course you don’t wish to replace guidance 

provided  by electromagnetic waves with guidance provided  by elastic waves started on an 

optical medium by the incident light corpuscles as your link said Newton had tried for a 

while, if I did not misread it…Did I possibly  interrupt your preamble too soon? Did you want 

to also mention something more about Brownian motion and osmotic velocities and Bohm- 

and-Nelson theory*? 

    L:-Of course I did. But your impatience made me think you took all that as old hat and 

started hurrying towards my own question on it. After all, you do mention all that in the slab 

pages you sent me. rule 

    P:-Weren’t you heading  for some relativistic version of the 







 rule? 

    L:-What relativistic version? Don’t Bohm and Hiley, in their book I mean, not in their 

paper you sent me, say that same expression works for relativity too? 

    P:-They do? I must have been reading it with my eyes closed. Thanks for kicking me off 

my rocker nap. By the way, what do you need my help on?  You seem at least as acquainted 

as I am  on all that. 

    L:-On a short question on physics and on one on mathematics. 

    P:-Start with either. 

    L:-Did those slab pages  say or at least imply that it was worth checking if  some of the 

conclusions and methods for slabs might work better with a lattice version for a Feynman-

Hibbs exercise for Dirac’s equation in 1-dim? And become even relevant if re-done for 2 and 

3 dimensions? 

    P:-They did say the one and did imply the other. Want to join us two coauthors when we 

do the check? Want to start it yourself and tell us the results and if it starts OK we join you?  

We’d be happy either way. By the way, did you ask me the two  questions or that was one 

and you have one more?   

    L:-The other is mathematics; can you train  me with a couple of half-page  scribbles again 

how to skip learning about stochastic  differential equations, like the other time you taught me 

how to skip canonical theory? 

    P:-Why don’t you just teach yourself all you need to know about Brownian motion , 

Fokker-Planck etc through  a book  like Balescu’s book of the ’60s and spare yourself all that 

trouble?  

    L:-I did find myself a good article, teaching the issue to biologists, to teach myself too, 

here… take a look, I’ll show you at which point I lose contact… 
(he takes out a Xerox of …see**) 

    P:-That’s a great teaching paper  to start from… 

    L:-And later I’ll show you where I have to look for other papers , sounding like two-sides- 

Brownian motion or forward Brownian motion; or Bessel processes too;  and in them I lose 

contact right from the outset.   

    P:-We may  end up  just skipping everything if we start writing what you  have in mind  

and not leafing the paper unless we have to. OK, dictate me where you had  started and where 

you got stuck: …Oh: before you start, do you allow me to borrow your technique of adding 

illuminating preambles to better make a point? 

    L:-I sure do and, if you’re not putting me on, I do it gladly. 
*See  http://www.numdam.org/article/AIHPA_1988__49_3_287_0.pdf 

**See  Diffusion in Cells: Random Walks and Brownian Motion - Springer 

https://www.springer.com/.../9783319084879-c1.pdf? 
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    P:-If photocells and the photoelectric effect could have existed before Young, Fresnel, 

Maxwell and Hertz,  then  light would have been diagnosed as a particle before being 

diagnosed as a wave, and maybe a historian, like de Broglie was before writing a thesis on 

physics that earned him a Nobel prize,  thought to himself  “who tells me that such a mere 

coincidental reversal has not happened to electrons and maybe they also have a wave-particle 

duality on them”. But whether this was the case or not with de Broglie, suppose that it could 

have occurred   to Newton who did resort to  wave aspects  of light corpuscles according to 

the link you sent me, and suppose he wondered if particles of matter too had wave aspects; 

then the Hamilton-Jacobi 1
st
 order equation would be like approximately reflectionless 

refraction  of a wave that as usual would obey a 2
nd

 order equation; and isn’t it a standard 

saying among physicists that Hamilton would have easily found the Schrödinger equation if 

he had any experimental reason to do it?...Well , what do you say about  my preamble? Did it 

emulate yours  sufficiently well? 

    L:-So well that my own preambles will have to emulate yours from now on; thank you for 

taking mine that seriously; if you’re not putting me on, I repeat.  

    P:-Now let’s return to focus on our common interest:  we both agree that since delta 

functions travelling at the speed of light among lattice sites are like classical objects in 

Brownian motion, then it’s worth checking if such a model can help in clarifying the relation 

of Bohm’s causal models with some of his later stochastic ones, provided the 1-dim Dirac  

equation in the Feynman-Hibbs problem that we both liked can be seen, at least approxi-

mately, as a continuous limit of some dispersionless propagation that, like in problems with 

beads or slabs , imposes some unitarity on the lattice sites or from one event to the next. OK? 

    L:-Concerning the first half of  what you said, I both agree and remember where I had seen 

it written in the notes you sent me*. Concerning the second half I would probably agree if  I 

understood  it but I don’t. I also don’t understand why you thought I am  at least as 

acquainted as you are  on all that…What can I possibly  have told you that you had not 

already told me in those notes? And what could ever have made you miss something I didn’t? 

    P:-...you mean what besides writing  with eyes closed and leaving driving to automatic 

mode? Does it matter what? OK, I start with what you asked me and when you’re ready jump 

in anytime you want to tell me what to write, if you don’t want to write it down yourself 

because you think it takes background on stochastic differential equations:  

    L:-OK, assuming that by unitarity you don’t mean something fancier than just number of 

particles is conserved let me jump in, here and now, starting  from standard Brownian motion 

and going with your help to the one we both consider worth checking: in standard discrete 

time random walk (L writes the following himself) we have  

1 1( ) ( 1) ( 1)N N NP r pP r qP r      if ( )NP r  denotes the probability that the particle is at site r 

at the N
th

  time step; q =1-p and if p=q=1/2 then the random walk is unbiased or symmetric 

whereas if p>q it , i.e.  if  probability of jumping to the right is bigger than  probability of 

jumping to the left then  it is biased to the right and would lead to a diffusion with drift to the 

right and if   p<q then it would lead to a diffusion with drift to the left. What we want in our 

case is probability p for going on in the same direction as before, whether it was right or left  

and probability 1-p for being reflected back to the direction the particle was coming from.  

And that probability  depends on the local wave function  as it evolves  in the unitary way 

you said , whether that way can lead to Dirac’s equation or not,  and thus whether it can lead 

to a real physics problem or only to a possibly interesting mathematical problem. for 

    P(ready to start writing):-Should we make  the transmission probabilities p  and p  from 

the left and right side of a lattice point equal by isotropy? I guess we should.  

 
*See issue 3 of  Notes overfocusing on some special problems...in http://fromeulertoperturbation.info   
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    L:-But isotropy would only imply that if we also flipped the wavefunction’s values on the 

two sides of the lattice point the two probabilities would be interchanged; not that they’re 

equal! Oh: maybe something else is the case: will  you be writing really asleep and on the 

automatic? Or you’re alert but only trying to make a live demonstration of  how some things 

that even a layman can do right can be missed by a physicist? 

    P:-No, I really got it wrong. Thanks for waking me up and not really fining me for falling 

asleep on the job…No, I don’t mean I fell asleep through finding what you said wrong or 

boring. I was listening, I was all ears. Let me write down quickly what  I heard you say.  
(He writes and shows the following half page starting with notation, while saying:) 

 Here we are: 

 ( x ra , a being lattice constant ,  being /a c  ,  ,N ra t
 being number of particles at ra  

coming from the left, thus moving to the right, similarly  ,N ra t
 being bla-bla-bla , p and 

p   being what you already told me)  

          , ,  ,   ,  1 ,N x t N x c t p x c t N x c t p x c t                 

          , ,  , ,  1 ,N x t N x c t p x c t N x c t p x c t                 

    L:-You mean all those stochastic equations etc don’t say more than this transcription of 

mere words into symbols? Is that why you told me to dictate to you? You mean I can just 

start to read the next steps off this half page? 

    P:-Probably. But first read off it what I heard you say  to check if that is what you would be 

dictating to me. 

    L:-Oh, you’re right!  I finally never did dictate it to you, you were “listening by telepathy”  

as the idiom goes. There we go: all particles move at speed c , either to the left or to the right 

and do not stop and wait at any lattice site ra  (r integer ), thus  at time t  the number of 

particles  with velocity  c  at x ra  equals the number of such particles at x c  at time t 

multiplied with  the probability that at x c  they continue  their c motion and won’t get 

reflected plus the number of particles at x c  at time t with velocity c  multiplied with  the 

probability that at x c  they won’t continue  their c motion but  will  get reflectedand 

reach x at time t . Sounds fine. The other one looks like  just its flipped counterpart. OK, so  

now let’s check  first consequences … 
 (P , saying “Wait; so far so good, but transcription of things discussed so far  isn’t  over yet, so let’s 

do go on expanding to 2
nd

 order”, starts writing  again, then  shows the following half page too:) 

     L:-….bla-bla-bla…, OK, ….bla-bla-bla…,   was it really necessary to expand all the way 

to 2
nd

 order, to check for meaningful consequences?... bla-bla-bla… 

     P:-What are you hurrying so much to? Will sticking to 1
st
 order and skipping standard 

diffusion make it look more quickly like a Dirac equation which is 1
st
 order? I don’t 

understand your haste… 

      L:-….bla-bla-bla… 

1 1 ( ) ( [1 ])
(1 ) (1 )

N N p N p
N p N p c c

t x x 

    
      

      
  

…(of course 1 in the 

brackets can be skipped)…
2 2

2 2

2 2

1 ( ) 1 ( [1 ])
( ) ( )

2 2

N p N p
c c

x x
 

     
 

 
  

OK, and the other one looks like  just its flipped counterpart…Oh, at last here we are:  

 
 

2
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Suppose that by combining this with the equation you write for 
  N

t

N  


one can prove  
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that the first term falls  zero before the continued diffusion that remains  takes care of the rest 

of  the call-it-psibar-psi thermalization, or relaxation and the like… 

     P:-OK, suppose… 

     L:-and suppose that not just the  
x




of the bracket falls to zero but the bracket itself… 

     P:-OK, suppose…  

     L:-Then doesn’t setting  1 2( ( ) 01 2)N Np p     imply  that if we can arrange N   to 

equal some constant times (1 )2p and N   to equal same constant times (1 )2p  then this 

term won’t play again?... 

    P:-Not that simply, but I start to see where you’re driving at.. and hurrying to… 

    L:-OK, that’s what is  like that incomplete argument for how tangential electric field 

becomes uniform  in wires but doesn’t the above help to find how p  and p anyway?  

I mean find what their relation  to whatever ,   wavefunction-like entities  at the lattice 

site do the guidance until they have led to population -like entities ,N N  to their desired 

expressions in terms of ,   ?    

    P:-I see. And if one has such a kind of guidance formula then all one needs Nature to do is 

to install some Maxwell demon at each  lattice site to see what p
 and p are  and distribute 

the particle percentages to the transmitted and reflected beams accordingly. And that  will be 

all of a guidance formula one needs ;and will be  quite a local way too. So that’s where God 

does His dice throwing. Oh: and being probabilistic  but definable down to small scale too, 

will look  less paradoxical than the probabilistic “additional disturbance due not to any  

interaction  term but to measurement” that  annoyed you so much  the other time. Right? 

    L:-Right, and concerning whether a particle is field singularity of a non-linear theory or a 

particle of Bohm-ean  mechanics, either causal or stochastic and  Nelson-like  etc , it’s just  a 

point going at speed c among lattice points and looking like the last one when averaged.  

    Both L,P (in unison): -Where were we?  

    P:-We didn’t figure p
and p , did we? 

    L:-Sounds so easy that even I could do it. Please, do not deprive me of the pleasure! 

    P:-Help yourself/ be my guest/here’s your pen/go ahead/you can’t miss it/I mean you can’t 

miss finding it or losing it/it is or isn’t just around the corner/ /Hello? /Anybody there?:  

    L:- Let’s try  

2 2

2 2 2 2
1 2 ,1 2p const p const

 

   

 

 

   
   

 
, thus shall we      

2 2 2 2 2 2

1 / ( ) 1 / ( )
,

2 2

C C
p p

          

 
   

   , shall we try setting C=1? 

2 2 2 2 2 2

/ 2( ), / 2( )p p                Well…and it is  strong… 

    P:-…even if ψs have faded in magnitude, as usual in guidance formulas… 
 

After repeating some more times all of the above points, with  more or less the same phrases  

in just different wordings… 
 

     L:-So what  do you say now about what we talked about? 

     P:-That  integrating squares of deltas may not be that scary; I’ll think about it; what else?  

     L:-What  can  I say to thank you for your time? 

     P:-Just “thanx for nothing”; what else! Nothing I told  you was something  you didn’t tell 

me. This time it was me who was the soundboard of you , not the other way around. 

     L:-So drop me a line after you think about it. 
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     P:-So are you  in a hurry? 

     L:-No, I’m not. Aren’t you? 

     P:-No, I’m not either. I only  was in a hurry to truncate talking about what I need to think 

more about before talking about it again as something related to physics and not to telepathy 

between friends with common interests.  There are so many other things to talk about. 

    L:-What else?  Name one.  

    P:-Tom Robbins, for example. Thanks for the reference. Since you did read the pages on 

slabs you did notice I looked him up. What else do you suggest besides his “Even cowgirls 

get the blues”? 

    L:-How come you only looked up that particular book of his..Wait,  I can figure that out: 

You overfocused on the fact  that the role of Chink in the film version of it was played by Pat 

Morita who had also played Miyaki who is among your heroes . Right?  

    P:-Bull’s eye!  

    L:-You know which  point I liked very much? 

    P:-Of  Tom Robbins or of our  discussion? 

    L:-Of our  discussion. 

    P:-Which? 

    L:-The one about the Maxwell demon…So what’s up? What solidified that smile on your 

face?...It seems to last as long as a romantic reminiscence but to imagine what  sort  of  a 

romantic reminiscence can relate to Maxwell demon beats me. Can you tell me if I’m not 

being too personal? 

    P:-You are but in a welcome way: In my youth a  coed had asked me in front of a vending 

machine in the physics department  about the meaning of a Maxwell demon because it was 

out of order and a student had taped on it a note going like “Install some Maxwell demon at 

the slot so that the machine can also give cokes out and not just take coins in”…Now why do 

you have a solidified smile? Did it jump from my face to yours for something similar or it’s 

about Maxwell demons versus interference and measurement? 

Suddenly both frown 

     L:-What’s wrong? Have we both just  asked ourselves whether  two delta-like particles are 

a sum or a product of whatever is now the analog of a wavefunction? Are you sure  you still 

want us to remain here and talk rather than split and each  go home and think?  

    P:-… 

    L:-Do  you think it would be rather amateurish and naive on my part to hope  that if you 

start with one delta function only and follow the deltas it has created   at a given time  they 

have something  bosonic or fermionic about them  like one particle appearing as many 

particles and antiparticles at a given time if its world-line goes back and forth in time, the 

difference from Wheeler’ s famous night-call to Feynman  being that it only goes back and 

forth in space, or I’m just reading too many  biographies? 

    P:-The only “too many” thing about what you’ve just  said is that you did give me too 

many things to answer over coffee and a great many reasons to go home and think with pen 

and paper. And they were great guesses  to check even if they are all wishful but wrong. 

Thank you. Thus… 

    L:-Thus  see you when I see you. Thanks for every minute of today’s coffee … 

    P:-Same here; the only reason I leave early, I mean relatively early, I mean before the 

café’s closing time,  is the scarcity of the traditional third  tool of the theoretical physicist , 

according to Einstein… 

    L:-Hahaha! You  mean the waste basket for the written pages! I’ve read  some dean praised 

followers of Einstein for being  so much thriftier than chemists and biologists who need a lab 

too, and only more expensive than philosophers who don’t even need a waste basket.     

    P:-Hahaha! Let’s keep that  praise of philosophers in mind for the present  discussion  in 

case none of its guesses survives the physicist’s waste basket… 
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Later in the same day P e-mails to L the following note:  
“Just in case you haven’t hit on it take a look in “ https://arxiv.org/pdf/1206.2917” 

L thanks him and in a couple of weeks L replies:  

    L:-I thought  I would start from probabilities and meet halfway you, coming from unitarity 

etc, but whatever  you started from,  let me start from unitarity.  I started from trying to get 

into it myself rather than reading the notes you had sent me (although I did  remember you 

mentioning something about in the last few pages I don’t recall any calculations). Take a 

short look into what I’ve done and if I’m  near the rediscovery of the wheel  please don’t 

deprive me of the pleasure of reaching it myself, so don’t even bother to answer me at all;  if 

you think I’m going in a direction that I’ll waste too long a time send me a quick note, not  

depriving  yourself of course of the right to tell me to get serious and read carefully what 

you’ve already sent me. Oh: Maybe the most interesting thing I have now to tell you is that a 

friend gave me three Xeroxed chapters of a book not yet published having the title “Who’s  

afraid of spinors?” and the subtitle “An elementary but complete exposition requiring no 

knowledge of group theory but motivating some of its ideas. Accessible even to High School 

graduates”. You’ll soon receive a Xerox of my Xerox of it by mail, most probably you know 

all its stuff already unlike me who only knew beforehand that complex numbers that are often 

founded as pairs of reals with a peculiar law for multiplication can also be represented as 2X2 

matrices of  the form aI+bJ where J has zeroes on the diagonal and  1 and -1 on the 

antidiagonal. Yet I feel that you too will find it very inspiring. Oh: And please , if you do, 

then use its own idiom and format for spinors to tell me things about them that you might 

want to tell me , since my training in them that I’ll be giving  myself will be through those 

pages. I was also given Doran and Lasenby’s “Geometric Algebra” on the ideas of Hesthenes 

by a friend who told me that they do a better job on spinors than the MTW chapter on them 

but please try to use the other idiom if possible… OK, let’s go to unitarity: 

So: In your notes  you had some rather convincing  reasons why one could want to make a try 

of seeing  the Feynman & Hibbs’ problem that  sets up the Dirac equation with a mass term 

as a Born expansion where the mass term  is used as a scattering term  on a massless 

problem*,  appear like the continuum limit of a refractive slab or refractive beaded string  

problem of optics**, and then analyze the discrete  case, of non zero lattice constant, through 

the 2X2 transfer matrices, starting with the treatment of the Kronig-Penney model  in  

Merzbacher’s QM  if  I remember correctly what your notes mentioned somewhere along the 

line. OK, thus you wanted a 2-spinor like  column vector , with  upper and lower entries  

,A B  referring  to waves moving at the speed of light in   positive vs negative direction, be 

connected to the adjacent such  object with  upper and lower entries  ,A B   by a matrix   that 

makes the differences of the squared moduli of the entries equal, and thus unitarity if incident 

waves are collected on LHS and outgoing  on RHS,  just  like the matrix  

1 2 2 2 1 2

2 1 2 1 2 2

( ) / 2 ( ) / 2

( ) / 2 ( ) / 2

n n n n n n

n n n n n n

  
 

  
 gives a conservation of current etc for the waves crossing 

from a medium of refractive index 1n  to one of refractive index 2n . OK, analogous  things, 

but without n factors  entering the currents through wave speeds, are done by the matrix  

1/ cos tan

tan 1/ cos

i

i

 

 

 
 
 

 which  for small λs gives the right result for Feynman’s checkerboard. 

I went back and leafed for it in your notes to check and the closest I saw was a brief note with  

a different choice on the issue, it  referred to  beads rather than slabs. Maybe that relates to 

the caution you had mentioned and I’ll think more about it but now let’s go to something else:  

*(Feynman & Hibbs’ problem 2.6, also googlable easily as “Feynman’s  checkerboard problem”.See 

also the references of page 151 here, especially Wüthrich’s; see also the ftn of page 151) 

**Of course we’ll soon see those notes in detail and not just sketchily outlined like in this page.  
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Although there are so many more things to clarify about wave at the speed of light in one 

dimension  I started  to think also about another issue of the 2 and 3-dim cases  that is so 

obvious that it’s impossible not to have occurred to you like also to me and to all who hear 

about space as lattice,  but both your notes and our last discussion skipped it , most probably 

because we got carried away along  that tangent on probability which  acted  centrifugally. 

But let me not start that before I do something more definite about it, be it slightly so, or 

before you send me  some feedback on the previous question,  whichever occurs first…No, I 

won’t postpone it, here it is:    

In , e.g. 2-dim, the shortest way to go from (0,0) to ( ma , na ) has length ma na  no matter 

which of the many ladder-like paths you take, and no small-a limit of them goes to 

2 2( ) ( )ma na even it the ladder steps are too close for our eyes to see. But if one somehow 

considers displacements as matrix-like  and coordinates as coefficients of Pauli matrices then 

taking squares goes  to 2 2( ) ( )ma na since the cross terms cancel by anticommutativity. Also 

I was wondering if some phonon-like  effects could be implied by the mere interaction of 

elastic waves of the lattice sites with waves on some strings between lattice sites , since the 

latter can lead to Dirac-like, and then Schrödinger-like properties and since Heisenberg had 

shown in his small Dover book with his prewar Chicago lectures  with very easy calculations  

that fields measured through particles that obey the uncertainty principle, obey themselves 

some uncertainty principles that makes them be like quantum fields. Are you familiar with 

the elaboration by  Bohr&Roselfeld on that? Can you tell me if that also use the radiation 

field emitted  by particles that obey the uncertainty principle? 

In a reunion the other day, I mentioned these two issues  to  a mathematician friend,  a 

physicist friend and a philosopher friend and they told me to look  up Allain Connes’ “Non 

commutative geometry”. I googled for it and it was available as pdf.  Are you familiar with 

it? I only ask because I know you are a pensioner, since it does feel  like a book that any 

reasonable physicist, or even mathematician would postpone  for after going on pension. Are 

you familiar with that? For the second issue their suggestion to me was  to look up Duane’s 

explanation  of Bragg’s diffraction that had attracted even Einstein’s  and Ehrenfest’s 

attention in the early days of QM.  Are you familiar with that? What do you suggest? Do you 

think I should  start or that  I should  finish such delvings as soon as possible? 

In an e-mail a few days later P was writing to L: 

    P:-Let me answer your points in the same order you chose to write me about them: 

A fine book you Xeroxed for me, thanks a million! I will not only be talking to you through 

its own idiom when talking of spinors but also when talking to myself.  Sorry for not 

answering immediately your e-mail, I waited for the Xerox first; besides,  you had written  

me not to deprive you of some wheel rediscovering you wanted to do unless you were 

heading for big waste of time, and you weren’t.  

Concerning Allain Connes’ book not only  am   I familiar with it, with its existence I mean, 

but also  bought it more than twenty years ago but with the following results: I lent it to two 

friends  of mine in a row, and asked them to explain some of it to me if they understood what 

it was about, and when they did I could not understand them either. Then I lent it to someone 

who disagreed completely with it but his explanation why he did was again as above my head 

as even the book’s foreword was. So I didn’t bother to even ask for a return of the copy. Even 

for a pensioner physicist, it’s mission impossible to read it (but OK let me speak of myself 

only) Rather than getting familiar with  Connes’ work  I’d rather get familiar with Tom 

Robbins’, I quite seriously and earnestly mean it,  so I wait for your suggestions.  

Concerning the advisability, or lack thereof,  of delving on Duane’s s theory and its 

applicability to the issue that brought your friends to suggest them to you,  let me save my 

own suggestion for when we meet in person (in brief: I’d rather delve  along with you, in 

your questions about Heisenberg&Bohr-Rosenfeld). Also I wanted to elaborate a little on the 
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last few pages of the  last installment I had sent you before we met, they were so hasty that, 

rightly,  you did not remember if  you had read them  or  not. I’ll need a couple of weeks for 

that, but whether I’ll have them ready or not sooner, let’s do meet sooner  anyway, for a chat 

better than electronic for some of the things related to what we’re about to  start or to finish.  

Then they speak on the phone: 

    L:-…Do I correctly have the impression you have a different suggestion to me than delving 

in Duane’s version of QM or Connes’ ? 

    P:-Letting some things sink is a well known way for coming up with new ideas … 

    L(interrupting him): -… Do I feel you mean sinking in the sense of the Titanic? At the start 

I thought you would continue in the sense of “letting some idea sink for  some time” but … 

    P:-That’s what I would  be saying if you had let me continue. And also I would add that the 

best way to let  something sink is to  immerse oneself in something else with its own inherent  

interest and relevance and discuss the initial issue during  breaks of that… 

    L:-…and that something else is Tom Robbins’ books?   
………………………let’s skip some “off the record” stuff* ……………………… 

From now on we’ll  just mention the upshot of such breaks if something meaningful , or at 

least half meaningful, came up, and we won’t follow any temporal order but only the order of 

easiest way to make sense of it; also we won’t keep very airtight record of whether it was P 

or L who made or  started or finished made a joint point that we’ll be presenting. 
Besides P enjoyed so much P’s way to formulate things that he told him to make the whole writing 

himself, modestly claiming more or less just the checking, or at places filling in too, some  algebra, 

while the mirror modesty of  L was that his formulations  had a better style because he spent too much 

time in historical and biographical accounts rather in computational ones and he was merely noticing 

and passing on  some of the great papers’ undertones  along with his own enjoyment of them. 

Strangely, or maybe expectedly, one of the things P enjoyed most in L’s company was his long 

monologues of chains of questions, each of them suggesting the immediately, or remotely, next ones,  

without waiting for their immediate answers, while expectedly, and maybe in a complementary way,  

one of the things L enjoyed most in P’s company was his long silences that betrayed interest in those 

questions rather than lack of it even if sometimes P fell asleep during them and L would not notice for 

quite a long time and quite high number of questions,  since during them they were not sitting facing  

each other but, sitting in  parallel armchairs, and facing a wall when indoors or infinity when 

outdoors, as if the wall or infinity was a screen on which questions were being projected to L and   

silent answers to them or general impasses and personal restrictions, his own or L’s,  were projected 

to P, overall not a very infrequent situation between advisors and advisees. Let’s start  our  

presentation with a brief piece of such a “conversation” as sample: 

“…Does  Feynman’s heuristic derivation of QED’s rules where instead of quantizing the elm field for 

reasons like Heisenberg’s and Bohr&Rosenfeld’s  he  just  motivates  the Feynman propagator for 

photons  by  saying that since photons carry only positive energy  and not its opposite too, we need 

to propagate them through a  function of the four distance  and  not with a whole   of it, also mean 

that if one wrote classical field Lagrangians for the electromagnetic field and the matter  field , 

whether relativistic matter   or non relativistic, and then wrote the classical Maxwell-like equations 

coupling elm potentials with currents of matter field, and tried to solve them with Green’s functions, 

the choice of  Feynman propagators instead of retarded would be like having quantized the elm field 

too? OK, let’s not discuss the choice of  Feynman propagators for the matter field, that one is easily 

rationalized as equivalent  to hole theory. And can we  impose such a superselection-like choice on a 

system of PDEs without mentioning vertices either through a perturbation expansion or through 

having a lattice and thus not PDEs? And would Machian economy’s thumb-rule to only need concepts   

definable experimentally trust any of the fields leading to Feynman diagrams or only the diagrams? Just  

in the practical sense that in changes we should not start from changing what experiments do  confirm...” 

*To both  avoid disrupting  their so far  train of thought & discussion and to keep separate some things that are  

pedagogically separate we kept  some of their phone discussion only in the  present, longer,  pdf and made a 

shorter version with more or less the same title as the present (namely 5 PARENTHESIS FROM PHYSICS. …etc)but 

functioning in the context of a site of  different scope and, to keep the overlapping sections’ under same 

pagination we here make “off the record” mean “off pagination”,i.e we insert a non-numbered page after here  
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………………. 

    P:-Letting some things sink is a well known way for coming up with new ideas if  one is starting on 

something completely different, as well known. 

    L:-Well known by John Lennon’s line “Life is what happens while you are planning something 

else”? So you’re  seriously planning to ask me about Tom Robbins’  books?  

    P:- I didn’t know Lennon’s line. I just meant well  known by  Feynman’s line “When you’re 

teaching a course on a subject completely different from your research you have a greater probability 

of  hitting a relevant idea than when you insulate yourself from teaching in order to focus on the 

problem you want to solve as  all other  researchers try too, in case  the idea that works happens to be 

very different from the one all expect to work.  

    L:-So what course will you, through a  make-believe-randomness-of-choice, assign yourself to 

make-believe-teach and me to actually learn? Or shall we really throw dice? And will we need a 

make-believe chairman too to impose some such coursework to both of us?  

    P:- Well, hasn’t that imposition already occurred and hasn’t our response to it actually been 

overdue since a rather long time?  

    L:-You mean you too are trying to attract physics lovers, yourself included, to things other than 

physics?  

    P:-What you mean me too? Your other physicist friends also tried to attract to other things? 

    L:-I mean myself. Who, ever,  in his most eccentric priorities would really care more about 

checking if a non-mainstream guess on QM could work , especially if he is not trained in it and would 

take him forever even if it worked.  And even if he finally did it, such slowness would make it feel 

like a stopped watch’s ability to tell the correct time twice a day. What for? So I was trying to attract 

this problem away from me. So I’m very surprised that you, who can afford to  be faster , were finally 

looking for something not very different . If   you quickly disproved it I would rid myself  of it while, 

if you proved it, it would  be in some trained person’s hands  to do something meaningful with it. 

    P:-Well, ours is a story of two Woody Allen Zeligs. I myself had a stopped watch similar enough to 

yours to both get involved and to want to rid myself of it or see it treated  by somebody who wouldn’t 

have to sacrifice as much meaningful time on it and would also be more convincing than me; and 

being a pensioner I thought I could help a younger friend get free of it too and do more progress in 

other fields that he liked  more,  and possibly were more relevant. And since my guess was that you 

were trying to combine some of your passion for music and poetry with something in Tom Robbins…   

    L:-…OK, more explanations have  already become redundant through your guesses. But what  

relevant for today did you find in Tom Robbins? Sure it wasn’t, not even for a physicist’s humor, the 

relevance of the definition of time with Chink’s Zen clocks…. 

What they  then collaborated on, after first reading some “extracurricular” pages of each other  was 

writing the part on “Non Borgesian labyrinths” of the link • In and out of Borgesian and non 

Borgesian Labyrinths.pdf (i.e. its pages after its first 100  pages (on just “Borgesian labyrinths”) 

that had already been written by P before NATO’s “Humanitarian bombings” of Yugoslavia in 1999) 

and the link • Mount Bushmore.pdf that L had already started at the time of the Iraq invasion by “US 

and the  willing”. The way they expressed their   apprenticeship with Tom Robbins was the  shortie 

 • Overground.pdf (in space movie format; mainly L’s apprenticeship), and the long 

 • Onground,pdf  (in road movie format; mainly P’s apprenticeship); both were acknowledgments to 

Tom Robbins, but not prerequisites, for “Mount Bushmore”, their joint farcitragedy (in soap opera 

format). Later they also collaborated to add a sequel for  saying the same to  the next generation 

amidst the facts of that time too, and fit for the understanding of kids in the time & place of L’s job-

specifics (P was a pensioner. L did become, upon P’s repeated prompting, a physics instructor, at a 

high school in the Aegean at a five minutes drive from the chapel where Pierce Brosnan proposed and 

married Meryl Streep in “Mamma mia”; along with an even later sequel (when the international 

crisis had broken out) this material is in the link  • Rehearsal of Greek School Event.pdf )Finally as  

the international situation grew both grimmer and harder to even imagine a solution for, they decided 

to do the inverse “let it sink” move: to start doing something completely different  to possibly come up 

with an idea for a solution, so instead of thinking about the  present predicament while letting sink 

their trials and errors about physics impasses they started to think again about physics and to visit 

their other common concerns in their breaks. But in the rest of the present  pdf  let’s go back, as we 

planned,  to their visits to physics when they were letting it sink while they were writing the links we 

mentioned above. A 3 pages+photos summary of all of them is • Mount Bushmore abstract.pdf 

and an abstract of one of the facets of the predicament (in commix format) is • SYRIZOphrenia.pdf   

http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/In%20and%20out%20of%20Borgesian%20and%20non%20Borgesian%20Labyrinths.pdf
http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/In%20and%20out%20of%20Borgesian%20and%20non%20Borgesian%20Labyrinths.pdf
http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/Mount%20Bushmore.pdf
http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/Overground,%20tragicomix%20in%20space-movie%20format.pdf
http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/Onground,%20tragicomix%20in%20road-movie%20format.pdf
http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/Rehearsal%20of%20Greek%20School%20Event.pdf
http://notesforeverything.info/files/5%20Mount%20Bushmore%20abstract.pdf
http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/wp-content/uploads/SYRIZOphrenia.pdf


 

 

Some days later… 

     L:-…OK, let me be  a little  more specific on how number of  time ticks for a wave to 

reach from (0,0) to ( ma , na ) can depend on the coordinates in a Pythagorean way rather than 

in a way adding the ticks counted along its motion  on the two axes if the wave is spinorial (I 

mean a little, but more than  very little,  than my last “derivation of the Pythagorean theorem” 

as would be an intermediate proof that I didn’t bother you with,  that tried to see time as 

optical length occurring in an exponent  like nωx/c but with x being a vector and n being a 

2x2 matrix, or another that tried to reach from ,x y  to 2 2x y like Feynman&Hibbs’ 

exercise reached 2 2( )x ct  from 1 and I; didn’t we say that i can be seen as the matrix 

0 1

1 0

 
 
 

?Of course that one commutes with the unit matrix unlike ,x y  that don’t commute 

with each other but…OK, let’s start in a different way) There we go: Take , e.g, ,m n  

positive. The  wave that will  reach  as soon as possible from  (0,0) to ( ma , na ) as it splits 

and re-splits into  the x-direction and  y-direction  at the lattice sites  that it meets as it moves 

on the segments between sites adjacent along either the x-direction or the y-direction, will be 

the sum of the waves propagated on all staircase-like paths of  the first quadrant (if by 

staircase-like we mean paths that nowhere  step back down or back left). If at each step the 

spinorial wave acquires a factor like either of the following (non commuting) factors xi a
e


or 
yi a

e


then  the soonest arriving “front”  will be a sum of products of m factors of the first type 

and n factors of the  second, not all products being equal of course  since the factors don’t 

commute. Now if they did commute and we counted number of paths like in the exercise of 

Feynman&Hibbs we might get a Bessel function  and for a big number of cells get 

asymptotically an exponential of a Pythagorean-like square root but let’s also try, as we said,  

a different way, whether equivalent or not, or even contradicting the above: Square roots in 

the continuum arise from Fourier transforms with inner products in the exponents, so let’s 

suppose that somehow  either the sum of  products of exponentials we had above is  

approximated, for big ,m n  through some stationary phase for matrix sums of exponentials  

by an exponential of sums of ( )x yi m a n a  , or that some particular  staircases that 

periodically repeat sub-blocks of them until they exhaust the linear segment from (0,0) to 

( ma , na ) are dominating , either in magnitude or in number of terms   and that such periodic 

repetition in a given direction creates the inner product.  Maybe it’s not hard to find a way to 

estimate the error in here taking the  step  of replacing  products of matrix exponentials with 

exponential of sums of exponents but can you give me a suggestion? Oh: and shouldn’t  such 

objects have a way to be rewritten in terms of rotationally invariant expressions in terms of 

the integer coordinates even if there is nothing rotationally invariant about a lattice?  I mean 

that that when one makes similarity transformations on exponentials of matrices the similarity 

can pass to the exponent, right?(and this doesn’t change even if, physically speaking, the void 

between lattice sites and their connecting lines “does not exist” if we only consider quantities 

definable on  them) And of course the similarity related to such “rotations” is written in terms 

of Pauli matrices as usual. By the way: Am I wrong to think that standard lattice theories 

don’t have such concerns but only concerns much more conditioned by analogy with 

continua? …Sorry, don’t spoil me into loafing around, I’ll google to check that myself…  

And  concerning higher spin objects, OK,   don’t they say that waves of spin S that move at 

the speed of light can only have spin states +S and –S and only along the direction of motion? 

So something 2X2-like, and similar enough to the above may lead to Pythagorean-like 

expressions  for photons&gravitons too . Concerning  what thing different from 2X2 matrices 

the higher helicities need, e.g. 4X4 matrices,  can’t the electric and magnetic fields of a plane 

wave that fulfill first order equations be combined with i-factors and  be rewritten  in a way  
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combining two fields with 2X2 matrices? Don’t  both the  “who’s afraid of spinors?” book 

and  simple freshman exercises on elm waves make that possible? I’ve heard about Weyl-

Brauer  generalization of Pauli spin matrices  but googling I realized that the generalization 

concerns the number  of spatial dimensions and not helicity. Concerning bibliography can 

you tell me  whether something  other than Connes can illuminate me on the origins of 

Pythagorean theorem in some anticommutativity?  E.g. is there anything along  Cartan’s non-

coordinate bases using Pauli matrices instead of  orthonormal triads of vectors? By the way,  

isn’t what we’re checking something like, so-to-speak,  an effort   to see if regular differential 

geometry’s infinitesimal  displacements should be replaced by matrix like objects if one 

wants to replace point particles of mechanics with delta like waves that non dispersive linear 

wave equations admit as solutions?   

     P:-Regarding your latest “derivation of the Pythagorean theorem”* it’s as heroic (in more 

than the desperate or the ambitious sense of the term) as your analysis  of what coordinates, 

(and also irrational numbers and thus continuity and topology too) are about is interesting*. 

The sequel on helicity should be rather straightforward to put together through  also the way 
 

*PS:A ( merely amusing) comment on you trial for getting Pythagorean-like roots through  the 2X2 matrix 

representation of the imaginary unit that came up while when leafing  the appendices of the first Xerox of the 

“who’s afraid of spinors?” book: I saw there  that not only had Cauchy done that matrix type kind of foundation 

too for the complex numbers’ Field  but also for things like the Field of the irrationals of the form 

2a b with ,a b  rationals. Maybe it’s not applicable to  Pythagorean concerns too but isn’t it amusing and 

worth mentioning anyway? 
 

you say in case it works through any other way. Of course,  the possibility the whole thing  

quite irrelevant for physics always  does exist  but that doesn’t cancel our interest in  our 

getting familiar with it as mathematics. Back to the specifics: For the suggestion you asked 

about for multiplying matrix exponentials , in the spin ½ case that you started from,  haven’t 

you already tried Campbell–Hausdorff  formula starting with just two or three adjacent spin 

matrices? Most probably, by the time you’re reading this  you have already done that. 

Concerning bibliography look up some idea of Tetrode of using instead of a usual square root 

definition of special relativity’s ds  a linear expression  dx

 ,  s being Dirac matrices; to 

locate it  start with googling up Flint Methuen and you can’t miss it, but don’t skip reading, or 

at least leafing,  Flint’s Methuen eds book itself , and leafing for Einstein’s corresponding 

insights in his autobiographical introduction (the  “self obituary” he was  asked to write, as he 

put it) to Schilpp’s book (titled “Albert Einstein , philosopher-scientist” , if I remember well, 

anyway googling with that won’t miss it). Flint like Einstein too at some point, was looking 

at non-linear Dirac-like equations,  but unlike Heisenberg’s  corresponding  efforts they 

considered the fields as classical fields and not as quantum  fields , i.e. fields of operators, 

since  Einstein hoped to derive quantum physics in the process;  as he says in the last pages of 

“The Meaning of Relativity”  he considered quantum physics as an effort to handle  a 

problem of non linear mathematics through linear methods. By the way, concerning your last 

question on moving deltas as differing  from  moving particles, do notice how what we’re 

checking sounds, in the case it’s also physics and not just mathematics,  like checking the 

possibility of a much more elementary way out: that the non linearities of the Dirac-like 

equations of both Einstein’s classical fields and Heisenberg’s quantum fields are, so-to-speak,  

efforts to handle a problem of  linear mathematics through non linear methods (and also do 

notice that, rather expectedly, Heisenberg  and Dürr did toy with a lattice space model. From 

a close distance some time, do remind me to tell you of another, Zeno-like, context (the 

Achilles -tortoise contest paradox) where this and Feynman’s checkerboard arose in an old  

meeting with friends, like your reunions with your friends (but with all my friends  now 

pensioners  and the friend then lecturing now late) I don’t remember if I have included this 

context in the notes that I have sent you so far, so please do remind me when we meet)  
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…………………………………….. 

Some time later they speak on the phone: 

     L:…-I did try the Campbell–Hausdorff  formula to  exponentials of two or three terms, as 

you quite rightly suggested;  a whole bunch of, rather expectedly rotationally invariant, terms 

of smaller and smaller  order if the number of lattice cells is high, added themselves to the 

terms that lead to the usual continuum  terms, maybe they do correspond to counterterms that 

show up in higher orders of perturbation theory; do you suggest that to check the relevance of  

a lattice model  along such lines, it’s easier  to  see if they correspond to such terms of 

standard continuum theory as we go along or that it’s easier to find some results through the 

full lattice model and take the continuum limit  at the end? I mean the  lattice model with this 

particular physical meaning, I didn’t yet check if it’s like the usual ones where the lattice is 

always harder; OK, which of the two  do you suggest? 

     P:-Don’t you think that you really read way too much into my suggestions?  

     L:-So what do you do suggest then ? 

     P:-I do suggest, to both of us, to get serious and work out the 1-dim case before we even 

go to 2 or 3 dim as mere mathematics without relevance in physics and see what comes out. 

     L:-Do I correctly think that now I can correctly guess why you wouldn’t yourself mention 

as a problem of more than 1-dim  lattices what I said anybody would see? And that you only 

commented because I did mention it? 

     P:-I guess so; hopefully correctly. 

     L:- Am I exaggerating in finding something intriguing in all the above? And dating back 

to the disputes between the Pythagoreans and the Parmenidians? And also to the concept of 

“acosmic void” that philosophers associate with Parmenides , i.e.  wouldn’t the physical 

inexistence of points  anywhere except  the lattice sites and the lines connecting them to their 

neighbors,  be more intriguing to Mach than telling him that maybe, but not certainly, he 

would get a deformation of  the surface of the water in a bucket  if he also rotated in the  

spatial continuum the  Dirac sea and not only the positive energy world around  it? Of course 

one should also do mind,  in e.g. defining dimensionality,   the problems about irrationals , 

continuity and topology that you did mention, but  doesn’t number of adjacent sites too define 

dimension? And isn’t it possible to tell  fishnets for eggs from  fishnets for  tori? And what’s 

wrong in not considering  a fishnet’s empty gaps  as affecting  its topology, like gaps due to  

ripping and  tearing? If one made a  great part of  fishnet pass  through one of its square little 

openings what difference would it make to beings dwelling on its threads and having a 

physics based on “interaction” defined through magnitudes of adjacent threads only?   

     P:-In case such toy models  do concern physics too , its intriguing  aspects would be that 

irrational  numbers arising from Pythagorean square roots don’t need the physical existence 

of the continuum  between the lattice sites to come about, and also that , as you add, their 

such inexistence or “acosmicness” would be much more useful to Mach, if formulated 

through entering only concepts defined on sites and the lines connecting adjacent sites; and at 

the same time it would be intriguing to Poincaré in his  efforts towards general-covariance-like 

thought experiments starting with inobservability of nocturnal doubling and going to 

inobservability of topological deformations. And also intriguing to Einstein who had long 

started to get as bored with Machian economy of thought as much a contemporary of us 

would get bored with any suggestion that quarks cannot be a base of any theory since their 

confinement makes them inobservable. Didn’t he  even write  that it’s theory itself  that  will 

say what is measurable , and not measurability of some starting concepts that will say what a 

theory must be based on?  And  so why not also find intriguing to start with a time parameter 

for the motion of spinor waves between adjacent sites but end with measurements  over huge 

domains of many- many sites that make time  click with rates involving distances with 

expressions equal to square roots  up to the precision of many-many decimals.      
     L:-Do I correctly guess that your cool and lack of surprise in any proposal is neither due to  
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lack of enthusiasm  nor due to some Wheeler-like speed of  picking up immediately and making up 

your answers as you go along but due to having long thought of all  proposals and of their difficulties 

or impasses?  

     P:-How can anyone guess  about all? For this particular proposal you  do guess correctly.  

     L:-By the way,  I didn’t mean to compare myself to Feynman asking Wheeler the question that he 

says in his Nobel lecture he asked Wheeler as he started to unlock his office and which Wheeler  

answered,  by proposing the advanced elm waves, by the time he had turned  

the key and unlocked…  

     P:…-Much obliged you didn’t mean to compare me to Wheeler either. 

     L:-But I was trying to hope to at least  be like the mad inventors  that  did give some inspiration to 

Einstein as a clerk in that legendary  patent office.  

     P:- I would prefer to think of you as meaning something more to me than a mad inventor. If you 

don’t mind my not being any Einstein who had Spinoza as a dialectician, like Heisenberg had Plato,  

and if you don’t mind my being just me,  you are to me that dialectician,  and it’s from you, quoting 

Ilyenkov, that I had first heard of such odd couples. Wheeler was also a dialectician to Feynman, Bohr 

a dialectician to Wheeler and , correct me if  I got it wrong someplace, Bohr had once mentioned 

Kierkegaard as such a dialectician to himself , if I have not confused Bohr  with Sartre for some 

obscure reason… 

     L:-Hahaha! Does any physicist  think of you as such a Spinoza to him?   

     P:-Only some people who say for me what Kant had said of Spinoza: “I could never figure out 

what he was talking about” . They add that probably I myself never figured out what I was  talking 

about either… 

     L:…-Hahaha! Wait! I will continue. You’re very happy that no philosopher  said you inspire him 

as much as Spinoza because he would probably be a fan of Hegel who did understand  Spinoza but for 

quite un-Einsteinian reasons. For Einstein it took many Princeton walks with Gödel to take another 

view of Hegel ; and of Kant too.  

     P:-Oh: Give me some reference. I’ve  only looked up Ilyenkov’s “Dialectical logic”  you had told 

me about  years ago. These walks  must be from something more recent . 

     L:-Look up Yorgrau’s “A World Without Time: The Forgotten Legacy of Gödel And Einstein” 
     P:-Sounds thrilling! Just grateful! Where were we?  

     L:-At…Aha! Can’t we title  where we were by a “A World Without Time” but in a different sense?  

     P:-Can’t we  land  back in 1-dim toy models and stay put there? At least for a while? 

 …………………………………….. 

A few days later L writes to P: 

     L:-Thanks for landing me back, I must start from scratch in everything, both in the notes by you 

and by your lifelong classmate,  and in my own quasi-calculations; I’ve checked again  my  
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-like idea  on Feynman’s checkerboard problem and it was quite problematic in 

a (one at least)  way  that most probably is redundant to mention to you since it must have been one of 

the reasons you insisted so much on “our” going back to 1-dim. Thanks for both the suggestion and 

the tact, please feel free to  be more explicit from now on; oh: mentioning to my friends your notes’ 

reference to Brillouin’s “Wave propagation an group velocity”  they told me not to miss there a letter 

of Levi-Civita to Brillouin regarding causality; I mention it to you not so much believing it applies to 

our issue of common interest but to ask  you if  by any chance you have read it and if I may  call to 

ask for some  upshot so as to skip reading it. 

     P:-I do remember, since my student days, that the letter existed in Brillouin’s book  and I was very 

interested in reading it but something always came up in other directions, I will read it OK, both for 

your facilitation and  for the “good of my soul”* but if you can’t wait for the good of your soul and 

you read it before I do, please call me  to tell me its upshot  
(In an e-mail  two days later  L was going like “Maybe you’re sick and tired of my so far writing you without 

first  having seriously read your notes…” and P was going  like “Maybe I would be even more sick and tired if 

you referred  to thoughts I’ve already know about, e.g. my notes, rather than  to things, right or wrong, that I 

haven’t thought about; besides your way of sound-boarding, does teach a lot, at least to  me”), then L wrote: 

*By the way, this expression does not only  apply to age. I also remember it in an ad about a book on Lagrange’s 

and Galois’ theory of equations, that I had  leafed in my youth. Google for a old Dover book by Dehn on 

algebraic equations.      
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     L:-To both teach myself better your and your friends’ notes and ask you if I am making 

some error (in either calculation or perspective) or some omission  of emphasis, I wrote a 

summary in upshot form of their  section on refractive media modeled as beads connected by  

strings carrying waves rather than by springs, just like atoms  excite each other  by elm waves 

in the intervening ether-like empty space; doing this I  imitated the notes’ summary in upshot 

form of their  section on some mathematical properties,  quite expected on physical grounds, 

of series of refractive slabs, taken not as series of beads but as continua.  

Part A)  Beads: 
Contents 

Introduction: A single bead tied on a string  

1. The refractive index of a beaded string 

2. The refractive index in optical media  

3. Reradiation in general  

4. Reradiation studied through  difference equations  

5. Reradiation studied through  transfer matrices  

6. Reradiation studied through  Born iterations 

7. Reradiation studied through  splitting of rays  

……………………………………………… 

(let’s just  include only what L wrote after he disproved what he was trying to do  (maybe 

through teaching himself  as above)   
…Question: Can one,  reusing the last ways, or  some other way,  make  something like a two 

dimensional lattice problem where in the limit of long wavelengths and high number of sites visited   

(between the origin and the point (x,y) where x=ma, y=na, m, n large integers ) one can end up with a 

phasor not having the  expected   ( )x y
c


 in the exponent but   

2 2x y
c


 ? Can the non 

commutativity of the Pauli matrices make objects like sums of products  
x y

a a
i m i n

c ce e
 

 

....have  this 

property? Can their anticommutativity , leading to
2 2 2( ) ( )x ym n m n I     make powers of 

( )x ym n  and thus 
( )x y

a
i m n

ce


 

 show such behavior? Answer: From 
( )x y

a
i m n

ce


 

we do expect 

such behavior based on  anticommutativity but for 
x y

a a
i m i n

c ce e
 

 

to equal 
( )x y

a
i m n

ce


 

we need 

commutativity. And also  in no limit like long wavelengths and high number of sites visited does an 

approximate equality of 
x y

a a
i m i n

c ce e
 

 

 and 
( )x y

a
i m n

ce


 

become valid, as a glance at the Baker-

Campbell-Hausdorff fomula 
[ , ]/2 [...,[...,...]] ...A B A B A Be e e      can immediately show… 

One  follow up of the follow up right above 

…Question: OK, smallness of ωa/c but not smallness of ωma/c , ωna/c doesn’t make  

[ωma/c , ωna/c] smaller than either of ωma/c , ωna/c  but does the above disproof also work against 

sums of products of factors like ( ), ( )x y

a a
I i I i

c c

 
   when m  and n of them respectively but 

in all reordered chains are considered and x y  enters with a 
1

( )( )
ma na

mn c c

  
 
 

coefficient? Can’t 

multiplication of scalar objects with i in pages i, iv also be considered as multiplication of some 2x2 

matrix objects with 
0 1

1 0

 
 
 

which has a square equal to I  ? Don’t objects like 

0 1
( )

1 0
aI b

 
  

 
behave like complex numbers**?  

**We thank our friend Nikos Andrianos for  telling us that Cauchy had introduced   complex  numbers in also 

this way  in contrast to Hamilton’s more well known way, or Euler’s… 
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And if we run into δ(x+iy), δ(x-iy), in place of into δ(x+ct), δ(x-ct) of p. iii , defining them  through a 

Fourier transform with a  2X2 matrix in the exponent  shouldn’t be hard, but of course their  

convolution-like properties should be checked, OK, why not relax and look everything up in Connes’  

“non commutative geometry”, OK we mean Hesthenes’ and Doran&Lasenby’s books on “geometric 

algebra”, using “relax” and Connes in the same phrase was just meant as an oxymoron… 

 

Somewhere around this point our  two friends above realized two things:  

a) their joint pages interested many of the friends and colleagues (and then many friends and 

colleagues of friends and colleagues) to whom, L first, started circulating them                                          

and  

b) they interested them much more than the “philosophy oriented” and “QM measurement 

oriented” discussions of them to which the above  pages were a sequel. 

They then made the above pages (minimally rearranged, mainly repaginated)  and their open-

ended (since unknown to them themselves) sequel into the following autonomous  

Notes on “Feynman's checkerboard”.pdf and entered them towards the end of the following 

site:  

www.FromEulerToPerturbation.info 

Put together by John O. Alevizos and Nikos. E. Georgopoulos 

 And through this  we, and all our own friend of overlapping interests,  will keep  learning  

their news related to the subjects so far presented here.   

If anything relevant, or at least interesting shows up in the rest of their correspondence we 

will resume the present narration too.        
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